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1. Executive Summary

This report introduces and provides an overview of assurance cases including theory, practice, and evaluation. We present and discuss a concise definition of an assurance case as “an organized argument that a system is acceptable for its intended use with respect to specified concerns (such as safety, security, correctness).” Assurance cases share an extensive lineage with safety cases, but broaden the content to all necessary subjects of assurance, which are often related. For example, common evidence and argument can be used to show that a system is both safe and secure.

Our interest in assurance cases is motivated by potential application to aviation, specifically in the U.S. National Airspace System (NAS). Modern aviation is characterized by high levels of safety criticality, technical complexity, and operational complexity. Moreover, these are trends which are increasing with the development and deployment of “NextGen.” The aviation system is, therefore, a likely candidate for advanced assurance methods. The project producing this report brought together cross-domain expertise on assurance cases and conducted an extensive literature review for the purpose of relating assurance cases to aviation.

Beginning with fundamentals, this report explains the role of assurance cases in system development and the paradigm they represent. Assurance cases are best deployed as a parallel, ongoing process during system development so that weaknesses can be identified and addressed as early as possible. Argumentation plays a central role in assurance cases; it is the organizing principle that connects what is done and recorded with system assurance goals. Our brief history, paradigm discussion, and examples show how good assurance cases unite many existing practices already aimed at assurance and organize them into a cohesive whole, facilitating the identification of gaps and overlaps. Assurance cases represent a shift toward broader scope and greater flexibility relative to prior methods of ensuring system acceptability. We present desirable properties of assurance cases (such as compelling, valid, and complete) and key stakeholders (such as developers, regulators, and operators).

This report introduces the principles and terminology of assurance cases. Consistent with the theme of argumentation, predominant terms include claim and evidence. We also define goals in the context of assurance cases, discuss associated risk management, and present the concept of levels of rigor. We provide an overview of specific notations often featured in assurance cases.

Before surveying examples of assurance cases, we present a classification scheme to be used. There are three axes in this scheme: rigor in argument, rigor in evidence, and flexibility in process.

We then provide a lengthy exploration of examples of assurance cases. Some of our examples are called assurance cases, others are called safety cases (effectively a subset for our purposes), and others are called by some other term but are comparable in informative ways. Walking through these examples one by one, we examine for each: (1) the role of assurance cases, (2) a characterization of the content, and (3) the outcomes of their application. Though the majority of these examples are not from the aviation domain, we have selected them because in every case there are points of similarity. Table 1 lists the examples included in this report.
Table 1: Assurance Case Examples Included in this Report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offshore Oil and Gas</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDA of Nuclear Plants</td>
<td>Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAA CAP 670 &amp; 760</td>
<td>Aviation Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eurocontrol WAM PSC</td>
<td>Aviation Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA Risk-Informed Safety Case</td>
<td>Aerospace Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Triton UAS</td>
<td>Aerospace Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAF Nimrod</td>
<td>Aerospace Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Rail SMS</td>
<td>Railways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.K. Rail Safety Cases</td>
<td>Railways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO 26262</td>
<td>Automobiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infusion Pumps</td>
<td>Medical Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Pacemaker Assurance Case</td>
<td>Medical Devices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our examples span a range of maturities. Given the relative newness of assurance case practices, no examples are more than a couple decades old; and in numerous instances, assurance cases are partway through the process of adoption. That is, in some cases we can look at guidance and regulations, but application to specific systems with outcomes are difficult to find. Furthermore, given the nature of assurance cases, many details are kept out of the public domain. Within these limits, our survey gathers the best information available to illustrate the current state of assurance cases.

We also include a section dedicated to the subject of evaluating assurance cases. In order for any assurance case regime to be consistently effective, there must be adequate provision for evaluation and improvement (as needed). We will see that there are a number of approaches to evaluating assurance cases. There are assurance case standards and guidance documents available, some fairly recent on the scene. There are also some promising evaluation approaches that take advantage of argumentation structure and theory, including Baconian probabilities and Bayesian Belief Networks. We do not cover these in detail but simply provide a brief introduction. While technical analyses may play an important role, assurance case evaluation is likely to rely for a long time on human insight and judgment. Generally, this can be incorporated in straightforward ways; for example, with appropriate documentation review processes and training. Assurance cases are efficient and organized in how they manage a complex task: demonstrating acceptability. With appropriate resourcing and preparation, evaluation is an achievable task.

In summary, this report provides a comprehensive introduction to the state of the art of assurance cases in theory and practice. We present and characterize many informative, real-world examples drawn from multiple domains. We believe that these precedents – and the argument-based assurance case concepts they illuminate – have important relevance for the future of U.S. aviation and complex, safety-critical systems development in general.
2. **Scope, Motivation, and Objectives of this Report**

The objective of this report is to provide a comprehensive introduction to assurance cases. To that end, we have broken down the report into Section 3 - Foundations, Section 4 - Examples, and Section 5 - Evaluation.

The first major section presents fundamental assurance case concepts. Assurance case development is best integrated with system development, not conducted as a *post facto* exercise. Many related assurance paradigms are incorporated into assurance cases, such as standardization, risk management, and auditing. The innovative element of modern assurance cases (as in safety cases) is the construction of an explicit *argument* for the desired assurance property. In this foundations section, we provide a brief history of assurance cases. We also introduce basic terms such as claims, arguments, evidence, and goals. In closing Section 3, we look at notations and standards for expressing assurance cases.

The centerpiece of this report is a collection of examples of assurance cases drawn from many domains. We present these examples in Section 4. Many examples are known as safety cases, but they suffice as examples of assurance cases as well (with a specific focus on safety). Our examples include:

- Energy (oil and gas, nuclear),
- Aviation Infrastructure (ground systems),
- Aerospace Vehicles (aircraft, space vehicles),
- Rail (both infrastructure and vehicles),
- Automobiles, and
- Medical Devices (infusion pumps, pacemakers).

As we present these examples, we classify and discuss them in terms of three characteristic properties that we have developed: *rigor in argument*, *rigor in evidence*, and *flexibility in process*.

The final major section is dedicated to the subject of evaluating assurance cases. Here we discuss assurance cases properties, stakeholders, and standards (and other published guidance). We also present a range of evaluation techniques ranging from basic to advanced. Basic techniques include review of documentation and such practices; even simple methods like these bring the essential ingredient of expert judgment into assurance case evaluation. We also discuss several more advanced techniques such as Baconian probabilities, Bayesian belief networks, and argument structural analysis.

While the report structure described above serves as a general-purpose introduction to assurance cases, our specific interest is from the perspective of aviation and, specifically, U.S. aviation. There is a certain timeliness associated with this point of view: while assurance cases are becoming established in some areas of the world (especially the U.K., and Europe more broadly), they are not yet common in the U.S. Furthermore, aviation has historically been a leader in U.S. technology development and system assurance practices such as those which improve safety. Hence, there is a natural interest at this time in applying assurance case methods to U.S. aviation.

Furthermore, certain trends are placing greater pressure on the aviation system. Legacy systems have been quite effective in terms of safety, but at some expense of limited efficiency and manual effort. On the infrastructure side, modernization seeks to improve efficiency by greater automation and coordination – factors which increase complexity and introduce new risk.
factors. On the vehicle side, innovation is producing a greater variety of aircraft that wish to operate in the NAS. These aircraft must be certified to operate; but as they include new and more complex design features (such as, cutting-edge propulsion and new levels of autonomy), there are few certification precedents on which to rely.

Our selection of examples is diverse by any measure. In part, this serves generality, but it also acknowledges the fact that the pedigree of assurance cases is by no means particular to aviation. On the contrary, though aviation has been involved in the history of assurance cases all along, in many instances it was other domains that pushed along the evolution of the methods.

Still, given our perspective, we note that all the examples bear some relevance to aviation. Figure 1 depicts the mappings of some of our examples to aviation.

Through the following sections, we hope to provide an informative and beneficial introduction to assurance cases – both for the general audience, and specifically for the purposes of furthering their appropriate application within aviation.
3. Assurance Cases Foundations

In this section we lay out a foundation for understanding assurance cases that includes basic principles, terminology, and notations.

To start at the very beginning, what is an assurance case? Here is a standard definition of “assurance case,” which bears similarity to well-established definitions of “safety case” (GSN Committee 2011):

“A reasoned and compelling argument, supported by a body of evidence, that a system, service or organisation will operate as intended for a defined application in a defined environment.”

While this is accurate and provides a good official definition, it is a bit opaque. Furthermore, it gives no indication of the objectives that typically motivate assurance cases. For the purposes of this report, the following is a more concise and pointed (if less comprehensive) definition of “assurance case”:

An organized argument that a system is acceptable for its intended use with respect to specified concerns (such as safety, security, correctness).

There are several key elements in this abbreviated definition. An “organized argument” is the essential centerpiece of an assurance case. The fundamental strength that assurance cases bring to bear – which is absent in other practices – is that they apply disciplined argumentation to the domain of system assurance. An argument intrinsically includes claims and evidence. Another key element of our definition is “acceptable.” Precisely defining acceptability in any particular case is usually a thorny task. Assurance cases make it as straightforward as possible by placing acceptability on the table explicitly and consistently. The phrase “for its intended use” makes it clear that the operational scope and bounds must be established for any argument to have real validity. Finally, “specified concerns” are a key element of our definition. Traditionally, safety has been the most prominent concern, but there is also interest in others such as security and dependability (Alexander et al. 2011; Patu 2013; Weinstock et al. 2004). Note also that assurance concerns are often related. That is, a security weakness may also be a safety weakness, and evidence of a system’s correctness may also serve as evidence of its safety. In this manner, assurance cases take the sensible approach of collecting all related concerns into a comprehensive argument.

Other good, but longer, definitions of assurance cases expand on what is required from the argument, what is meant by system, and what bounds the assurance case. Many definitions specifically mention evidence, which we grant is essential; but again, we consider it intrinsic in argument.

At the root, an assurance case is designed to be a direct, specific, structured way to tackle the question, “Are we sufficiently certain that this system is acceptably [safe, secure, etc.]*?” It is a collection of information that one would want to have when asked, “Have we thought of everything?” By which one means, everything that we should reasonably consider concerning this system and its application.

In some ways, assurance cases bear similarity to another common context for “cases” and “arguments”: the legal domain. In both contexts, the objective is to assemble convincing evidence concerning things about which 100% certainty is unattainable. In legal environments, lack of certainty comes from incomplete evidence. In the realm of assurance cases, perfect
certainty is less and less attainable as systems become more complex, independent, and integrated into daily life. Nonetheless, pragmatically speaking, both legal and system development processes must be decisive and move forward. In other words, sound judgment is required.

Legal and assurance case contexts differ most significantly in the role of argumentation. In legal contexts, argumentation is entirely after-the-fact, and skillful arguments are not expected to be completely objective. The legal system intentionally pits two competing arguments against each other concerning past events. Assurance cases follow a fundamentally different model in this regard. As mentioned above, assurance case development looks forward as well as backward, ideally being integrated with system development from its earliest stages. Furthermore, there are no competing arguments; the measure of an assurance case is its individual adequacy. Assurance cases must be clear and straightforward, characteristics that are enforced by practitioners, evaluators, and regulators.

As noted above, assurance cases are strongly intertwined with safety cases. We will see again and again in this report that many informative precedents relevant to assurance cases are safety cases in form and name. Therefore, to avoid confusion on the point, we are careful to state that for the purposes of this report we consider a safety case to be a subtype of an assurance case. A safety case that otherwise conforms to our definition of an assurance case is a valid assurance case, albeit one that is limited in concern to only safety; while in principle, an assurance case can be concerned with additional related objectives (such as security). The state of the practice is such that there are many more mature examples specific to safety assurance than to wider-ranging system assurance. Consequently, we will often find ourselves discussing safety case examples and resources.

### 3.1 Role in System Development

The act of writing of an assurance case does not, of course, in itself change the system or its acceptability. For it to be effective, it must be developed concurrently with the system. While it is theoretically possible that an assurance case will validly conclude that a system is acceptable as-is, that is rarely the case. More likely, the process of developing an assurance case efficiently directs attention to those areas that require more investigation or improvements. Therefore, the process of developing an assurance case should go hand-in-hand with system development and modification. Thinking that assurance cases are written after the fact (after system development) and simply argue, *post facto*, that what is already done is sufficient demonstrates a fundamental misunderstanding of assurances cases. The failure of the Nimrod safety case (see Section 4.3.3) is a cautionary example of this flawed approach. System developers need to be open to assurance cases calling for system changes; indeed, assurance cases are ineffective otherwise. While assurance cases can be developed late in the process, it is certainly less efficient than integrated development. Ideally, assurance case development occurs in parallel to the greatest extent possible, so that system development can adaptively strengthen the argument as needed – resulting in a legitimately strong argument for the desired property.

It is also important to note that practical regulation using assurance cases includes the specification of a domain-appropriate framework, structure, and process. That is, regulators not only direct providers and operators to submit an assurance case, they also provide further guidance and specific criteria. In virtually every example reviewed in this document, regulations provide detailed instructions on what constitutes an assurance case for their purposes and how it is to be managed. Where graphical argument forms are used, this often includes a high-level,
partially-completed argument structure. Examples of this include the Eurocontrol Preliminary Safety Cases (such as Eurocontrol 2012). NASA research is demonstrating how DO-178C (RTCA 2011) can be represented as an explicit assurance case with specified high-level argument structures (Holloway 2013). Examples that do not explicitly specify argument structures usually identify required sections, considerations, and processes (such as U.K. Statutory Instruments 2005). Accordingly, one might suggest that half the battle of successful implementation of assurance cases is properly identifying the domain-appropriate argument framework and elements – such as what standards to follow, risk mitigation areas, and aspects to review. A large part of the benefit of assurance cases is in providing a consistency and explicitness at the framework level (in place of a loose assortment of ad hoc elements).

3.2 Paradigm

Assurance cases, as mentioned above, seek to answer the question, “Are we sufficiently certain that this system is acceptably [safe, secure, etc.]?” This is, of course, a very old question that systems and safety engineering have sought to answer in increasingly better ways over the history of safety engineering.

The assurance case paradigm can be thought of as the latest in a series of paradigms to be integrated into system development processes. A few other major paradigms are standardization, independent auditing, institutional regulation, and risk management. Synthesized into actual practices, these paradigms mix and merge. For example, standards are often used to encapsulate any and all concerns including those that emerge from other paradigms. There are standards for auditing practices, standards for risk management, standards for institutional processes, standards that require conformance with other standards, and so forth. Similar examples of paradigm mixing include regulators adopting auditing practices and audits of risk management evidence. This blending is to be expected of paradigm synthesis; but it can make it somewhat more complex to discuss, analyze, and improve assurance processes. We will see that assurance cases fit into this mix of paradigms at a range of touch points with standards, regulation, risk management, and so forth.

To provide some initial clarity to how assurance cases differ from other approaches, we will begin with a simple contrast between a purely standards-based approach and an assurance-case-based approach. This is in many ways an oversimplification; nonetheless, standards are perhaps the most pervasive single paradigm in system assurance to date. While conventional standards have indubitably had a beneficial effect on system quality, and they have a rightful place, they tend to be somewhat imprecise and often inefficient (standards and processes can be applied unnecessarily or inappropriately). One of conventional standards’ weaknesses is a “check the box” mentality. Another is that the incurred overhead can be high. Also, even the best general standards can miss something that is necessary in a specific situation.

Assurance cases take a more direct approach: system designers must construct a sufficient argument for desired properties. Note that building an argument inherently calls for relevance to the particular system in question. Assurance arguments encourage flexible, context-appropriate consideration of the system which provides a counter-balance to the one-size-fits-all approach of standardization. Adhering to standards may be a portion of the evidence used in an assurance argument, but it is not adequate by itself. Assurance cases push developers and evaluators to focus on and mitigate the weakest links specific to the system in question.

The distinctions between these two paradigms are captured in Figure 2.
As shown in Figure 2, assurance cases do not replace standards compliance or rigorous processes. Rather, assurance cases organize these practices (and additional measures, as appropriate) into an explicit argument, whereas many times these have been used to implicitly result in system assurance. An assurance case is, in a sense, an umbrella under which evidence can be properly organized. It facilitates scrutiny. As formulated by one expert, an assurance case is an integration of a goal-based approach (desired system-level goals must be achieved), a rule-based approach (comply with standards), and a risk-informed approach (mitigate hazards) (Bloomfield 2012). The assurance case encompasses all these aspects.

Assurance cases are flexible enough to incorporate all existing assurance activities and artifacts in any particular case. Therefore, developing an assurance case does not necessarily require much additional effort, and doing so offers large potential value. The assurance case organizes and analyzes what is already being done to identify where there might be critical holes or activities that are irrelevant or unnecessary for the assurance argument.

As noted earlier, the central feature of the assurance case is that it presents an organized argument. As we will see in our examples, the degree of rigor varies from application to application. On the less rigorous end of the spectrum, an assurance case may resemble documentation that has been required in the past using different terminology. System developers and regulators have long required organized documentation to support the belief that a system is ready to move forward. An assurance case of this variety could be nothing more than a template that outlines where to present performance goals, design information, risk mitigation, and so forth. On the more rigorous end of the spectrum, some domains require very structured arguments and artifacts. Developers may be required to explicitly state individual claims, arguments, evidence, assumptions, sub-claims, etc. Full graphical breakdowns, such as represented by Goal Structuring Notation (GSN), may be required. Semi-formal analytical processes may be applied to these artifacts. Though such an assurance case looks different from...
traditional documentation, it deals with the same fundamental information and takes the core concept of assurance cases to a new level of rigor.

Why would the assurance case paradigm be a useful one? We submit that it provides an overall construct that allows all stakeholders to understand their necessary and reasonable roles in system assurance. Though the task may be complex and, in some cases, overwhelming in volume, the organizing principles of assurance cases are straightforward: there are system objectives and thresholds that are essential to meet, and each stakeholder must develop a reasonable level of certainty that they are met. This provides perhaps the best known way to connect individual behavior and contributions to critical system qualities in an efficient way. It helps engineers and managers take appropriate responsibility for the system.

The management of responsibility in safety-critical systems is a complex and difficult task because of the different system structures and associated management structures that can arise. Safety is an emergent property at the system level, but the system structure might map into a wide variety of different developers, integrators, and vendors. Any system component could affect the overall system safety, yet the management team associated with that component is unlikely to have the necessary materials to analyze the component unless either: (a) they are also responsible for the entire system, or (b) a very comprehensive and fully documented hazard management approach is employed.

There are real-world examples of how assurance-case-based approaches can manage system-wide safety from an organizational perspective. One example is in use at CGI, a global IT and business services company (Parsons & Hunter 2010). A set of patterns and an elicitation tool are used to document: (a) the types of system structures that can arise, (b) the types of risks associated with the elements of each system structure, and (c) the impact on CGI of the various types of risk and thus the types of engineering and management techniques that are needed. Final responsibility for both system and business risk is accepted by senior management by indicating acceptance of a Safety Briefing Memo. One of the benefits claimed for the approach by CGI is that it allows greater use of “template” safety arguments to assist with creating safety cases.

3.3 Brief History

Assurance cases trace their lineage to a series of assurance methods and techniques that are predominantly concerned with system safety. There are clear parallels between the development of system assurance methods and the increasing size and complexity of systems, the increasing impact of failures (including large-scale loss of life), and the development of effective national and global regulatory structures. System safety emerged as a distinct discipline in the 1940’s, 1950’s, and 1960’s, starting with safety concerns in early aircraft manufacturing and culminating with the publication of MIL-STD-882 in 1969, which enshrined concepts such as hazards and risks that remain foundational (Ericson 2006).

A good example of the trends emerging in this time period is the case of the Windscale nuclear reactor in England, pictured in Figure 3. In 1957 a fire broke out and significant radiation was released, constituting a serious threat to public health (32 deaths, hundreds of cancer cases). As a result, regulation of nuclear facilities was instituted, which became one of the seminal instances of safety assurance: “The nuclear certification

![Figure 3: Windscale Reactor](https://example.com/windscale-reactor.png)
The process is widely cited as one of the first examples of a safety case regime, although the term safety case was not used at this time” (Kelly 1998).

Safety assurance methods continued to develop from the 1970’s forward, often motivated by disasters such as the Three Mile Island (1972) and Chernobyl (1986) nuclear reactor meltdowns, the Flixborough explosion in 1974, the Seveso chemical release in 1976, the Bhopal toxic gas leak in 1984, the Piper Alpha oil rig fire in 1988, and the Texas City refinery explosion in 2005. Standardization and regulation made great strides during this period, and techniques such as risk analysis and fault modeling matured.

Although the history of assurance is dominated by safety, it is not the only concern represented. For example, ISO/IEC 15408 “Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation” deals with assurance concerning security. ISO/IEC 15408 has roots going back to the 1990s and earlier.

The term “safety case” was well established by the 1990s, especially in Europe. The concept of argumentation in safety cases started gaining attention in that decade (McDermid 1994) and has steadily grown in influence. (Kelly 1998) includes a safety case definition that places argument at its core: “A safety case should communicate a clear, comprehensive and defensible argument that a system is acceptably safe to operate in a particular context.” This definition has proven durable and is echoed in the 2007 definition from the U.K. Ministry of Defence.

Finally, the term “assurance” has been used alongside objectives for safety, security, etc. for a long time, and the term “assurance case” as a generalization of a safety case has become familiar to many practitioners. Certainly, the term was in common use by the mid-2000s (Ankrum 2004, Emmet 2008), and standardized terms were established by ISO/IEC 15026 in 2011 (ISO 2011a).

### 3.4 Assurance Case Properties

Let us return to our simplified definition:

*An assurance case is an organized argument that a system is acceptable for its intended use with respect to specified concerns (such as safety, security, correctness).*

In order to achieve the desired purpose, it is important that an assurance case have certain properties. We introduce these briefly here and more exhaustively in Section 5 (on the subject of evaluation).

- **Compelling:** The argument must reasonably convince an objective observer.
- **Valid:** The argument must be a correct representation of the rationale for belief.
- **Complete:** The assurance case must comprehensively document its argument and evidence.
- **Transparent/Readable:** An assurance case must facilitate scrutiny by any stakeholder or interested party. Therefore, it must be readable and sufficiently transparent.
- **Certifiable:** In many cases assurance cases must facilitate the mechanisms of approval.
- **Facilitate System Development:** An assurance case and associated processes should be an asset to developers, not a burden.
- **Modular:** Assurance cases are generally large, complex documents. Wherever possible, a “plug and socket” approach should be employed to make scope and management more tractable.
**Extensible:** Assurance cases need to be designed with future changes in mind (operating conditions, enhancements, and the like).

### 3.5 Assurance Case Stakeholders

Certain key roles have emerged in assurance case processes. These are summarized here and discussed in greater detail in Section 5.

**Developers:** Those responsible for designing and implementing the system in question.

**Regulators:** Those who have deployment authority based on the assurance case. Regulators often represent the public interest.

**Operators:** Those responsible for the installing and operating of the system in a manner consistent with the assurance case.

**General Public:** To some extent, the general public may be provided some access to an assurance case – especially to evaluate the implicit residual risk to them.

### 3.6 Terminology

The terms and definitions introduced in this section are used somewhat consistently by many sources in the assurance cases domain, including:

- regulatory bodies such as the U.K.’s Health and Safety Executive (HSE), Eurocontrol, and the U.K.’s Ministry of Defense (MoD);
- the GSN community;
- the Software Engineering Institute (SEI);
- the International Standards Organization (ISO); and
- the Object Management Group (OMG).

Where particular groups differ on their usage of terminology or introduce new terms that are not generally accepted, they are noted. One high-level resource that covers much of the generally-accepted terminology (with the caveat that it is not uniformly precise) is ISO/IEC 15026-2:2011, “Systems and software engineering – Systems and software assurance – Part 2: Assurance case” (International Organization for Standardization 2011a).

#### 3.6.1 Argument

The prominence of *argument* is important because it reflects the assurance case paradigm toward achieving safety, security, or some other desired property. An assurance case presents an argument to respond to the query, “Why should we believe this system is [safe, secure, etc.]?”

By contrast, many alternative approaches seek to achieve safety, security, etc. by other means, such as adhering to certain best practices, adopting rigorous processes (reviews, documentation, etc.), or some other improvements to how the system is developed. Assurance cases augment and focus these approaches by fitting them into a specific argument concerning the desired property.

A valid *argument* must include specific *claims* and *evidence* (see following sections). On this point, however, we note that there is *de facto* double-usage of the term. The first usage of “argument” is in the sense we have used it thus far in this report; that is, the argument is what presents the whole case. The second usage associates “argument” with the logic that connects the claims and the evidence, which implies that claims, arguments, and evidence are all at the same semantic level. This implication is obvious, for example, in the Claims, Argument, Evidence (CAE) graphical format, which we will examine in Section 3.7.2. We do not hold this second
usage to be technically accurate; *argument* should be a higher-level term than *claims* and *evidence*. Better terms for the links between claims and evidence are *reasons* or *warrants*, as established by (Toulmin 1958) and described in section 3.7.4.) Still, as a practical matter, we note that the reader will encounter both variants in this document and in the field.

Some sources (UK Civil Aviation Authority 2014), introduce the concept of “primary arguments” and “secondary arguments.” When a sufficiently critical level of assurance is required, the primary argument represents the most straightforward way of establishing that a requirement is met. The secondary argument represents another *independent* way to establish that the requirement is met. This approach protects against possible weaknesses that are difficult to detect in the primary argument. The independence of the two arguments could be based on independent practitioners, independent evidence, or both. For example, concerning software safety requirements, the primary argument could be based on source code analysis; and the secondary argument could be based on stress testing in the field.

Example high-level arguments (from Adelard 1998) include:

“*Hardware reliability analysis (redundancy + monitor + self-tests) [and] No systematic faults (sub-claim C.NO-FLT) [limit hardware failures to less than 10^-3]*”

“*10^4 reliability tests using representative trips without failure give more than 99% confidence in a PFD of 10^-3*”

“*Compiler, loader and processor flaws protected by the reversible computing technique*”

### 3.6.2 Claim

(UK Civil Aviation Authority 2014) gives this definition: “A claim is a simple statement typically used to indicate that a safety objective or requirement has been met as demonstrated by the associated argument and evidence.” Further, “A claim may be sub-divided into a number of smaller sub-claims which when combined meet the overall higher-level claim.”

Example claims include (GSN Committee 2011):

“*Control System is acceptably safe to operate*”

“*All identified hazards have been eliminated or sufficiently mitigated*”

“*System X can tolerate single component failures*”

### 3.6.3 Evidence

As an example of the role of evidence in an assurance framework, (UK Civil Aviation Authority 2014) specifies the following types of evidence for software safety assurance:

- Test evidence (activities that exercise the object code in a controlled environment),
- Field experience (documentation from operation, e.g. prototype or similar systems), and
- Analytic evidence (examination of the design, e.g. formal proofs).

(Object Management Group 2013) provides the following examples of evidence:

“*Fault tree analysis cutsets for event [x]*)”

“*Black Box Test Results*”
(UK Civil Aviation Authority 2014) also defines the important concepts of “direct evidence” and “backing evidence.” Direct evidence consists of the records, data, or other artifacts that relate directly to supporting the argument. Backing evidence addresses the question, “Is the direct evidence trustworthy?” For example, the direct evidence of test records might be presented with backing evidence about audits, institutional processes (such as ISO 9001), and version control systems.

### 3.6.4 Goals

Assurance cases are often explicitly linked to goals, which are a form of high-level requirements. A goal in the context of an assurance case is often stated as a proposition (or claim) that has some relevance to the system of interest. Though goals and claims are often merged, there is a shade of distinction between them. One usually encounters goals in the context of system performance, whereas one usually encounters claims in the context of a documented argument.

Furthermore, assurance arguments are frequently organized using a goal structure. In a goal structure, belief in a goal is at least partly inferred from a set of lower-level goals, referred to as sub-goals, in which belief is already established. This decomposition is applied recursively until belief in sub-goals is inferred from evidence. This argument structure parallels the form of argument in deductive logic in which the truth of a conclusion is inferred using the rules of logic from a set of premises that are taken to be true.

Appropriate goals must be identified and established before arguments can be effectively constructed. As shown in Figure 4, goals are typically established at the highest level and flowed down to lower levels according to areas of concern.

![Figure 4: Goal Decomposition](image-url)

Goals tie in very naturally to existing practices that many systems developers already use. That is, requirement verification already typically links test information (a form of evidence) to requirements (a form of goal), and it is conceptually straightforward to take this process up to the next level in an explicit assurance argument.

### 3.6.5 Risk Management

Many assurance case instances explicitly incorporate risk management. This will be demonstrated by many examples in Section 4.

### 3.6.6 Levels of Rigor

In numerous examples, assurance case regimes describe and permit different levels of rigor depending on system criticality. This is common as a concept, though far from universal, with specific definitions varying to suit the example. The concept establishes that, in less critical systems, not only is it easier to meet the requirements, but it is not necessary to formulate as
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extensive assurance cases. In highly critical systems, not only are the requirements more difficult to meet, but argumentation also must be commensurately more rigorous.

For example, DO-178B defines five “software levels” according to the effect of associated failures, and applies objectives more or less stringently depending on the level (Wlad 2006). Another example of this is “Assurance Evidence Levels” (AELs) as described in (UK Civil Aviation Authority 2014). All AELs call for the identification of hazardous failure modes in the requirements. AELs 2 and above require identification of hazardous failure modes in the internal design as well, and AELs 4 and above must also do the same in software source code.

3.6.7 Evaluation

Inevitably, any assurance case is only as good as its evaluation. Can evaluation find the defects in an assurance case? A true answer is “yes and no.” “Yes” because, practically speaking, evaluation is very effective at finding the most important defects. “No” because, at the fundamental level, assurance cases, as currently formulated, are not fully deductive. There is no way to guarantee that every defect is found in the same manner as, for example, formal methods applied to a design may detect all of the logic defects in the design given a correct formal specification. Such an approach is currently impractical in nearly all cases.

We cover the evaluation topic extensively in Section 5. Here we introduce several evaluation terms and concepts.

It is impossible to remove expert judgment from the process of evaluating assurance cases. The complexity of modern systems and variability of critical factors means that, in all but trivial systems, assurance information that is objectively exhaustive is unattainable. Therefore, any evaluation processes must incorporate, at a foundational level, a reliance on sound judgment from qualified experts. Having said this, it is possible to incorporate structural analysis and even formal methods to suitable portions of the evaluation process. Again, we will cover this in detail in Section 5.

There are a few common terms in evaluation which we will introduce here:

- ALARP: As Low As Reasonably Practicable (usually referring to risk),
- ASARP: As Safe As Reasonably Practicable, and
- TLS: Target Level of Safety.

3.7 Notations

3.7.1 Goal Structured Notation (GSN)

GSN is a common graphical format used for safety cases; for example, a variant of it is used in Eurocontrol Preliminary Safety Cases (see example in Section 4). The primary graphical elements of GSN are (Kelly & Weaver 2004; GSN Committee 2011) listed in Table 2.

To the uninitiated, GSN’s fitness to represent arguments is not necessarily self-explanatory (for example, how does a “goal” relate to an “argument”?)). However, the GSN Community Standard (GSN Committee 2011) provides a fairly thorough correlation, the major points of which are included in italics in Table 3. The primary concept behind GSN is decomposition: breaking the goals of the argument down into progressively more specific sub-goals until the sub-goals can be inferred from the indicated evidence. “Strategy,” “context,” “assumption,” and “justification” elements are used to provide further explanation and information.
The argument embodied by a GSN diagram is intrinsic; that is, it is expressed by the structure and content of the entire diagram. The top-level goal is generally a fundamental claim to be argued. The argument itself is expressed by the structure below it. The satisfaction of any goal is shown by: (a) connecting it to evidence (solution) that clearly establishes it, or (b) satisfying its sub-goals. In this manner, a goal is decomposed to organize it into parts that are established by evidence. As new evidence becomes available, it is integrated into the diagram at the appropriate level of goal decomposition. If satisfying a goal proves unachievable, either the goals or solutions must be revised.

A simple example is provided in Figure 5 (loosely based on the 2012 Eurocontrol WAM-NRA Preliminary Safety Case).
Many organizations use variations on GSN. For example, Eurocontrol’s preliminary safety cases:

- systematically call goals “arguments” (which somewhat confuses the GSN paradigm),
- add “criteria” entity (variation on goal), and
- add “constraint” entity (variation on context).

### 3.7.2 Claims, Arguments, and Evidence (CAE) Format

CAE was developed by Adelard, a U.K. company that is extensively involved in safety and assurance cases. It is a straightforward graphical format; the excerpts shown in Figures 6 and 7 from [http://www.adelard.com/asce/choosing-asce/cae.html](http://www.adelard.com/asce/choosing-asce/cae.html) present the constituent elements.
Adelard has also been active in the development of the Argumentation Metamodel (ARM) and related standards (see section 3.7.3). CAE is compatible with these syntactic standards.
3.7.3 **OMG Structured Assurance Case Metamodel (SACM)**

The Object Management Group (OMG) is an organization that develops specifications in a number of areas. Particular specifications for which the OMG is well known include CORBA, UML, SysML, and XML.

Working with industry and academia, the OMG has developed the Structured Assurance Case Metamodel (Object Management Group 2013). The specification defines a metamodel for representing structured assurance cases. Conformance with the metamodel is designed to facilitate exchange of assurance case artifacts.

The metamodel includes several elements, but there are two major elements:

1) the Argumentation Metamodel, and
2) the Evidence Metamodel.

Each of these two elements of the specification defines a class hierarchy in UML for the various items in the associated element. The UML definition shows the inheritance and inclusion relationships between the various classes.

The terminology of evidence in an assurance case is defined in an annex of the SACM using the OMG's Semantics of Business Vocabularies and Business Rules (SBVR) Specification.

The SACM specification further defines XMI specifications for the various elements. The complete specification definition allows any tool designed to work with assurance cases to use the same structure and exchange assurance cases reliably.

3.7.4 **Textual Forms**

GSN and CAE are fairly recent developments in the field of safety analysis and documentation. SACM is recent as well, and technically it is a text form itself. However, its primary concern is ontology rather than the form in which an argument is expressed. Prior to these recent forms, textual forms were the de facto norm for assurance arguments.

Textual forms can vary in structure and rigor. There is a vast body of historical work in jurisprudence and philosophy that embodies critical arguments in text form, so this form is not to be discounted (Holloway 2008). One example of a loosely-structured safety case (at the textual level) is that of the Opalinus Clay radioactive waste storage facility. Upon analysis (Greenwell et al. 2006) describe this as “bulleted natural language with major safety claims enumerated as subsections accompanied by their corresponding arguments.” They further note that it is impressively compelling and apparently free of fallacies.

Stephen Toulmin famously created an argument model that imposes some structure on textual forms (Toulmin 1958). Translated to the terms we’ve introduced so far, Toulmin’s model consists of the following parts:

- **claims**,
- **evidence** (or “data”),
- **warrants** (or “reasons”: logic connecting evidence and claims) with **backing** (further support),
- **qualifiers**, and
- **rebuttals** (or “counter-arguments”).
Although the Toulmin approach takes it for granted that arguments will be in textual forms, the above constituent parts can be deduced from the text in a well-structured argument. Toulmin’s structure is shown in Figure 8 (including a well-known example from Toulmin’s seminal 1958 book).

![Figure 8: Example of Toulmin Argument](image)

The majority of examples in Section 4 use textual forms of assurance cases. The U.K. safety case tradition does not emphasize graphical forms; consequently, cases in this tradition are typically expressed in various forms of structured text. It is also worth noting that graphical argument forms such as GSN are easily translated to textual forms such as structured outlines (Holloway 2008); so it could be said that assurance case structure is developing toward a consistent underlying model which can be viewed in a number of ways, including graphs and text. Here again we note SACM, which certainly aims to play an important role in such an underlying syntactic model.

### 3.8 Standards and Assurance Cases

The existence of a wide variety of standards in all areas of assurance raises concerns about the role and even the need for assurance cases. Conformance to standards has been the means by which essentially all safety-critical industries have been regulated worldwide for decades. For example, standards such as ARP 4754a (SAE 2010) and ARP 4761 (SAE 1996) are in routine use for systems engineering in the aviation industry, and the use of DO-178B for software assurance dates back to 1992 (RTCA 1992).

Many standards are prepared by committees of expert volunteers, and a typical standard embodies the knowledge and experience of those volunteers. Though standards are often criticized in various ways, the fact that standards document the composite knowledge of many experts is a major benefit. Advantages of standards in the field of assurance can be summarized as:

- **Technology completeness.**
  
The technology stated explicitly in standards is often quite comprehensive.

- **Subject to scrutiny.**
  
The development and use of a standard frequently facilitates extensive examination of the content. Maintenance of the standard permits clarification and correction.
• Established technical level.

An entity deemed conformant with a standard meets an established technical level with a high (although unknown) probability.

With these advantages, what are the disadvantages of standards? Some disadvantages of standards can be summarized as:

• Unknown assurance performance.

Despite the incorporation of proven techniques and technologies, the results of applying those techniques and technologies in the form required for conformance with a standard is generally unknown. In other words, conformance with a given standard does not necessarily ensure that a system meets a prescribed assurance goal.

• Lack of flexibility.

Conformance with a standard usually means conformance with all of the provisions of the standard irrespective of whether those provisions are suitable for the subject system or adequate for the subject system. Although some standards incorporate provisions to adjust the definition of conformance so as to allow variation, such provisions tend to be poorly defined and are rarely used.

• Development cost.

The cost of developing a standard is usually born by the volunteers that develop the standard. The cost is usually considerable, and this limits volunteers to interested parties who have the assets necessary to support the activity.

• Maintenance cost.

Standards are rarely if ever assessed prior to deployment. Usage of a standard frequently reveals defects or omissions that need to be addressed. In addition, changing technology frequently imposes the need to update the standard to incorporate technical advances.

Given the availability of standards and their established track record, what motivates the need for assurance cases? The key to answering this question lies in the first disadvantage of standards listed above. A standard is essentially a statement of requirements irrespective of whether the standard prescribes objectives or techniques. Although an implicit rationale exists for the stated requirements, the rationale is rarely stated, and the developers of the standard might not be aware that a rationale is motivating decisions about the content of a standard.

Importantly, the modern view is that standards and assurance cases are complementary not competing technologies. As noted in Section 2, the significant advance that results from the introduction of an assurance case is that the rationale for belief in assurance of a system property is stated explicitly. Where assurance cases have come into practical use, conformance with standards is not the essential property that is required by regulators. Rather, the provision of an assurance case that embodies a compelling, comprehensive and valid argument is the property regulators require.

Freed from rigorous and complete conformance with standards as a regulatory requirement, standards can be used as a source of technical insight and guidance. Conformance with a specific element of a relevant standard can be used to guide the preparation of evidence for subsequent use in an assurance case.
3.9 A Classification Scheme for Assurance Cases

In surveying assurance cases in various domains, we find that there are several key characteristics that help to understand and characterize the range of examples. These are *rigor in argument*, *rigor in evidence*, and *flexibility in process*.

**Rigor in argument** concerns the most active dimension of assurance case evolution: structured argumentation. In fact, it is the inclusion of organized, intentional argumentation that is a key defining characteristic of modern assurance cases. We use three levels for this characteristic:

- Implicit: the argument is not clearly stated,
- Explicit: the argument is stated but in an unstructured (narrative prose) way, and
- Structured: the argument is presented using a defined format (argument model).

Expert consensus is that examples which feature implicit argumentation should not generally be called assurance cases at all. We include some of them in our pool of examples anyway, because their users apply the label assurance (or safety) cases to them; and, therefore, they serve to illustrate the range of usage of the terms. Also, the implicit argument examples we include are generally noteworthy for other. However, we will make a point to caveat such examples.

**Rigor in evidence** refers to an earlier movement in the history of assurance cases (and safety cases and related regulatory processes) toward requiring more extensive documentation to substantiate compliance. This dimension often correlates to compliance standards that have been developed to regulate a particular field. The initial achievement of compliance standards is specifying what constitutes acceptable behavior (or best practices); a following achievement is specifying what evidence is required to show that the standards have been met. We use three levels for this characteristic:

- Implicit: compliance is required, but specific documented evidence is not required,
- Explicit: evidence is captured with minimal formatting (for example, text records), and
- Structured: evidence is organized into a specified format (for example, data model).

As in argument rigor, although less clearly, it could be said that assurance cases with only implicit evidence do not really qualify to be called assurance cases. This is especially true from the standpoint that without evidence, there is no meaningful argument. Therefore, we also caveat this category as being more accurately identified with “so-called” assurance cases.

**Flexibility in process** characterizes another important dimension in the evolution of assurance cases. An early movement in the effort to improve safety was for regulators to become increasingly *prescriptive* in their compliance requirements. In other words, to state it strongly, compliance was achieved by doing specific things a specific way, and no other ways were acceptable. This approach does have some desirable advantages, such as increasing safety predictability and streamlining practices across an industry. However, it also runs into distinct disadvantages. The most important disadvantage is that, as systems and processes become more complex, it becomes virtually impossible to prescribe safe practices that cover every potentiality. Safety “holes” emerge that may be rare but can be disastrous. Attempts to plug these holes aggravate another problem with high prescription: the regulated industry becomes unacceptably constrained by regulatory overhead and inflexibility. Also, compliance can become mindless and outsourced to box-checkers, without real safety awareness.

In response to these downsides, there began a shift toward *goal-orientation* (safety outcomes) which, for example, strengthens the “culture of safety” (so that behavior can be optimized on the
fly in dangerous situations). When “one size fits all” becomes too onerous, there are gains to be found by relaxing prescription and engaging in intelligent tailoring.

We use three levels for this characteristic:

- Prescriptive: regulation is *mostly* dominated by specifics that apply to all,
- Blend: incorporates a fairly even mix of prescription and flexibility, and
- Goal-Oriented: regulation is *mostly* dominated by general goals and compliance adaptability.

Finally, we note that there is generally a synergy between increasing argument rigor and goal-oriented compliance – both of which are positive trends in the domain of assurance cases. Structured arguments naturally allow for a range of ways to make the case (flexibility) while ensuring that the argument and supporting evidence are clearly presented. This, in turn, facilitates scrutiny and approval with confidence.

For each assurance case example, we describe the three characteristics above graphically as shown in Figure 9. The arrows indicate where on the three scales a given example falls.

![Figure 9: Assurance Case Examples Graphical Characterization](image_url)

These scales are organized so that the upward direction corresponds with progress toward more advanced, modern assurance cases. For argument and evidence, this means additional rigor and structure. For prescriptive vs. goal-oriented, this means movement toward goal orientation. While these trend indications are significant, it is important to note that many properties of individual examples are not captured by these few characteristics. Therefore, an example that is graphically represented as “structured – structured – goal-oriented” is not necessarily “good”; it could have serious flaws in other ways. Similarly, an “implicit – implicit – prescriptive” example is not necessarily “bad”; it might function quite adequately in its particular niche.

As mentioned above, the “implicit” levels of argument and evidence rigor are specially marked to indicate that examples in these categories cannot be called proper assurance cases. However, we do have some examples in these categories because they may be called “assurance cases” (however improperly), and they may be important to include in our survey for other reasons.

We will use the above classification scheme throughout the next section, which is the central section of this report: assurance case examples.
4. Example Uses of Assurance Cases

Our goal in this section is to compile a wide-ranging list of the existing uses of assurance cases on real projects worldwide. A tabular summary is provided in Table 3. Details for each example are provided in the following subsections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Organizations*</th>
<th>Standards / Regulations*</th>
<th>Notations*</th>
<th>Classification†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offshore Oil and Gas</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>U.K. HSE</td>
<td>U.K. SI 2005 No. 3117 API RP 75</td>
<td>Textual</td>
<td>ESB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Norway PSA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>U.S. API &amp; COS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDA of Nuclear Plants</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>U.K. ONR &amp; EA</td>
<td>ONR-GDA-GD-001</td>
<td>Textual</td>
<td>EEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP 670 &amp; 760</td>
<td>Aviation Infrastructure</td>
<td>U.K. CAA</td>
<td>CAP 670</td>
<td>Textual</td>
<td>SSB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CAP 760</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAM Preliminary Safety Case</td>
<td>Aviation Infrastructure</td>
<td>Eurocontrol</td>
<td>WAM PSC</td>
<td>Textual</td>
<td>SEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton UAS</td>
<td>Aerospace Vehicles</td>
<td>U.S. Navy</td>
<td>NAVAIR INST 13034.4</td>
<td>GSN</td>
<td>SSB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAF Nimrod</td>
<td>Aerospace Vehicles</td>
<td>U.K. RAF</td>
<td>U.K. MoD JSP318B</td>
<td>Textual</td>
<td>IEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>U.K. Defence Std 00-56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>U.K. MoD BP1201</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.K. Rail Safety Cases</td>
<td>Railways</td>
<td>U.K. HSE</td>
<td>(not known / obsolete)</td>
<td>Textual</td>
<td>ISP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO 26262</td>
<td>Automobiles</td>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>ISO 26262</td>
<td>Textual</td>
<td>EEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infusion Pumps</td>
<td>Medical Devices</td>
<td>U.S. FDA</td>
<td>FDA 510(k)</td>
<td>Textual</td>
<td>SEB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Pacemaker Assurance Case</td>
<td>Medical Devices</td>
<td>University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td>(none)</td>
<td>GSN</td>
<td>SEG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* not exhaustive
† see section 3.9

The information shown in Table 3 (and in following subsections) is based on literature research. The way in which we characterize assurance cases in these examples is our own, and may or may not reflect the view of the issuing organizations or other parties in the domain.
4.1 Energy Sector

The energy sector has been particularly productive in safety case and assurance case innovations. Reasons for this may include the following characteristics:

- Large, long-term infrastructure systems,
- Impact on public health and safety, and
- Significant employment sector, that is, ongoing risk exposure of employees.

4.1.1 Offshore Oil and Gas

The offshore oil and gas industry has been the context for some noteworthy recent history on the development of safety cases; and, more broadly, approaches to safety in large, complex, risk-intensive systems. The Piper Alpha disaster in 1988 was a major stimulus for regulatory change in the U.K. for offshore oil platforms. The Deepwater Horizon catastrophe in the Gulf of Mexico (2010) again brought this industry to the forefront of much debate.

The Transportation Review Board (TRB) issued a thorough Special Report on offshore oil and gas regulation in 2012 (Transportation Research Board of the National Academies (2012). While this section draws on many sources, it uses the TRB Special Report as a centerpiece, and highlights the same international examples. Consequently, the subdivisions in this section focus on the U.K., Norway, and the U.S. These three countries have been compared and contrasted by additional sources (Baram 2010 and Engen 2012).

4.1.1.1 Synopsis

U.K.

The defining incident for an assurance-case-type approach to safety for U.K. oil platforms was the Piper Alpha disaster in 1988. With 167 workers perishing within two hours (there were only 61 survivors), “it remains the worst disaster in the history of the oil and gas industry” (Turner 2013).

As a result of the disaster, Lord Cullen was called upon to conduct an inquiry and make recommendations. Certain technical recommendations were naturally expected; however, the Cullen Report (Cullen 1990) went much further and came to embody a major shift in safety regulation. The enquiry quickly determined that avoiding the same, specific failure mode in the future would be unsatisfactory; in Lord Cullen’s words, “Major accidents are relatively rare – history does not repeat itself in the same fashion” (Jeffrey 2013). Therefore, attention broadened to the management of safety in various forms. For example, “training, monitoring and auditing had been poor” and “there had not been an adequate assessment of the major hazards and methods for controlling them.” The conclusions and recommendations cut to the core methods of safety regulation: “The Cullen Report also did away with traditional prescriptive safety legislation in favor of a more progressive ‘goal-setting’ model” (Turner 2013).

Following the Cullen Report, a wide range of reforms was instituted in the U.K. The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) was tasked to be the primary regulatory agency, and a key legal shift went into effect in 1992 with the passage of “Offshore Installations (Safety Case) Regulations” (current version: 2005). We will look more closely at these in the following sections.
Norway

Norway’s offshore oil and gas regulation initially featured very comprehensive, strict, and specific oversight. However, this did not produce the desired outcomes: “experience with this approach, including several blowouts and several high-profile tragedies—most notably the loss of 123 lives on the Alexander L. Kielland—was not as desired” (TRB 2012). Specific criticisms included a passive attitude on the part of regulated companies and a tendency to find ways to meet the letter of the law rather than ensure real safety.

Consequently, Norway’s Petroleum Safety Authority (PSA) shifted “from prescriptive to performance-based regulation,” which transferred greater responsibility (and greater latitude) to regulated companies for the satisfaction of broader safety objectives. “The term ‘inspection’ was replaced with the preferred term ‘supervision,’ and ‘approvals’ was replaced with ‘consents’.” (TRB 2012) The main features of the current Norwegian approach include collaboration (with operators, unions, etc.) to improve safety, flexibility in meeting safety goals, proactive risk management, and expert review (PSA 2013, Engen 2012).

U.S.

The predominant regulatory framework in the U.S. is the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA), initially enacted in 1953 and actively amended ever since. Until 2010, the Minerals Management Service (MMS) was the U.S. agency responsible for offshore oil and gas regulation in conjunction with its role administering leases. However, the Coast Guard was given the enforcement role for “workplace safety regulation” including scheduled and unscheduled inspections and investigations related to death, serious injury, fires, and “major” spills (Baram 2011). Note that this conflates personal (small-scale) safety with process (large-scale) safety, which the TRB notes do not necessarily correlate (TRB 2012, pg. 30).

A significant component of the safety framework for offshore oil and gas in the U.S. has historically been voluntary industry adoption of safe practices, for example the Recommended Practices from the American Petroleum Institute (API) (TRB 2012). This trend has continued with the recent establishment of the Center for Offshore Safety (COS).

One aspect of the U.S. system that has drawn criticism is its tension between public and private interests, with the government expected to strike a difficult balance between. “…industry and regulators are viewed as adversaries because companies are expected to be opportunistic and agencies are expected to prescribe and police their behavior, where companies lobby against new ‘burdensome’ regulations and agencies are under constant pressure from industry, states, Congress, and the President to be accommodating to business and other economic interests yet somehow prevent harms.” (Baram 2011)

The Deepwater Horizon disaster in 2010 prompted a flurry of regulatory reform. MMS was reorganized. Currently, the predominant regulatory agency is the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE). (Note that some current initiatives tie back to an interim agency, the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement – BOEMRE.)
Part of the public debate that followed *Deepwater Horizon* included consideration of the safety-case-based approach typified by the U.K. (and the flexible-but-intensive approach typified by Norway). We will look briefly at this and current regulation in the sections below.

4.1.1.2 **Role of Assurance Case**

**U.K.**

Safety cases play a very prominent role in the U.K.’s oversight of offshore oil and gas activities; in fact, it could be said to be one of the defining examples of safety cases. One of the key legal elements is U.K. Statutory Instrument (SI) 2005 No. 3117, “The Offshore Installations (Safety Case) Regulations 2005,” (United Kingdom 2005) which requires that operators submit a safety case to HSE at least 6 months before expected operation of a facility. Operation may not commence until the safety case is accepted. The safety case must be revised when appropriate or when directed, and it must be reviewed every 5 years or when directed.

**Norway**

The Norwegian system does not explicitly require the creation of an instrument called a “safety case” or “assurance case.” It does require the creation of a safety management process and emphasizes the management of risks (see PSA 2013) and features a system of frequent audits that are designed to maximize partnership between operators, regulators, unions, etc. (TRB 2012, Engen 2013). The effect of this does bear similarity to the aim of safety cases – to establish a structured, flexible mechanism for exploring safety sufficiency. It is also noteworthy that the Norwegian regulatory functions are relatively well-resourced (Leveson 2011).

**U.S.**

Current U.S. offshore drilling regulation does not *require* anything like a safety case or assurance case; the closest guidance is voluntary compliance with API Recommended Practice (RP) 75, “Recommended Practice for Development of a Safety and Environmental Management Program for Offshore Operations and Facilities” (American Petroleum Institute 2004). Formulation of this RP goes back to 1993. In line with this, Safety and Environmental Management Systems (SEMS) is the subject of the TRB report. Similar in principle to reforms in Norway and elsewhere, “SEMS is a safety management system (SMS) aimed at shifting from a completely prescriptive regulatory approach to one that is proactive, risk based, and goal oriented in an attempt to improve safety…” (TRB 2012). While some progress has been made on the adoption of SEMS, it currently remains voluntary.

![Figure 10: Deepwater Horizon](Photo by US Coast Guard)
As mentioned earlier, the aftermath of Deepwater Horizon did bring to the forefront a U.S. discussion of U.K.-style safety cases. The primary concern specific to safety cases raised in a critique by Prof. Leveson of MIT is confirmation bias: if operators/developers set out to make the argument that a system is sufficiently safe, they may have an inherent bias against uncovering real inadequacies (Leveson 2011). However, this is really a critique of a particular formulation of a safety case, not the intrinsic properties of a safety case. Operational expediency can subvert actual safety whether safety cases are used or not – and regardless of the method, a critical evaluation must be made at some point. Rigorous argumentation, done properly, exposes weakness as well as adding confidence. Safety case approaches can and do incorporate elements of counter-argument and fault-finding (as demonstrated by the common inclusion of risk management in safety case approaches). While it is important to guard against confirmation bias, this is a separate concern from the central feature of safety cases (organized argumentation).

4.1.1.3 Characterization of Assurance Case

**U.K.**

Within our scheme, the U.K.’s offshore oil and case regulatory system fits as “explicit argument, structured evidence, blended process.” This is somewhat typical of current U.K. regulation, which does not emphasize the argument, is energetic about assembly of evidence in the safety case, and has a tempered approach to process flexibility (see Figure 11).

SI 2005 No. 3117, Schedule 2 identifies fourteen items to include in a safety case for the operation of an installation. Seven of these could be considered “informational” (design documents, site plans, etc.). The remaining seven follow the post-Cullen approach of identifying high-level safety requirements and making satisfaction the responsibility of the operator. These high-level objectives include:

- Show consultation with safety representatives;
- Show compliance with Prevention of Fire and Explosion, and Emergency Response (PFEER) regulations;
- Describe measures to protect persons from toxic gas, explosion, fire, heat, [etc.]; and
- Identify safe limits of operation.

While these may seem surprisingly general, they do link to more detailed lower-level regulations (such as PFEER).

U.K. regulations for offshore oil and gas do not specify a graphical or structured format for safety cases. However, it is not difficult to envision how the above list might be formatted as a GSN diagram as the starting point of safety case, see Figure 12:
Norway

An assurance case approach would certainly fit within the Norwegian model; that is, as a way to organize a particular operator’s adoption of a collection of processes, technical standards, and risk mitigations to achieve the desired level of safety. However, the structure of the safety management system and its artifacts is not prescribed. Within our scheme, clearly the flexibility of the Norwegian approach is its dominant feature, as shown in Figure 13.

U.S.

As mentioned above, the U.S. does not require safety cases or assurance cases. The TRB advocates the following elements of SEMS:

- inspections,
- audits,
- key performance indicators, and
- whistleblower program.
These could easily be elements of a safety case. Certainly, the principle of making SEMS “holistic” (TRB 2012) is similar to the motivating impulse of assurance cases (which could be characterized as holistic with explicit argumentation).

However, given the lack of high-level objectives and emphasis on basic safety processes, the current U.S. approach is considered heavily implicit and prescriptive (see Figure 14).

![Figure 14: U.S. Offshore Oil & Gas Characterization](https://www.hse.gov.uk/hcr3/report/graphs_public.asp)

4.1.1.4 Outcomes

**U.K.**

There has not been another major accident in the U.K. since *Piper Alpha*. Oil & Gas UK, the relevant industry group in the U.K., reports a “significant fall in the Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate for the UK since 1997” (Oil & Gas UK 2008).

HSE also reports statistics on hydrocarbon releases, such as the graph in Figure 15.

![Figure 15: https://www.hse.gov.uk/hcr3/report/graphs_public.asp captured 5 March 2014](https://www.hse.gov.uk/hcr3/report/graphs_public.asp)

**Norway**

(Henrikson 2012) summarizes fairly positive outcomes with the Norwegian system:

- No major oil spills since 1977,
- No major accidents since 1981, and
• Use of hazardous chemicals drastically reduced between 1997 and 2010. He also mentions, as do other sources, that the system is relatively costly.

**U.S.**

Changes made since *Deepwater Horizon* are new enough that clear outcomes are not yet available. In addition, comprehensive incident reporting is only beginning to take hold in U.S. offshore oil and gas.

### 4.1.2 Generic Design Assessment (GDA) of Nuclear Plants

#### 4.1.2.1 Synopsis

Great Britain began its Generic Design Assessment (GDA) program in 2006/2007. The purpose of this program is to vet proposed nuclear reactor designs. Developers must submit a safety case for reactor designs (phase 1) and then amend it for site-specific installation plans (phase 2). Safety cases are central to phase 1 approval and are thus a crucial element of safety assessment in future U.K. nuclear plant operations. Acceptance must be obtained from the Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) and the Environmental Agency (EA).

Four plant designs were submitted to the GDA process in 2007. As of 2013, only one design has been accepted – AREVA’s EPR reactor. The GDA program processed the plant design from 2007 through March, 2013. Safety issues were discovered and amended within submitted safety cases so that final safety case documentation satisfied GDA authorities (Office for Nuclear Regulation 2013a). The other design parties have asked to halt the acceptance process.

In 2014, a Hitachi-General Electric plant design began the GDA process. Westinghouse may attempt a restart of the GDA process.

#### 4.1.2.2 Role of the Assurance Case

Due to the findings of a 2006 report by the Health and Safety Executive (Office for Nuclear Regulation 2008), it was suggested that future nuclear plants be built with safety case analysis early in project development. The GDA was established to vet plant designs through safety cases submitted during the design phase.

The Design acceptance phase of the GDA process has four steps involving a safety case (Office for Nuclear Regulation 2014a), summarized as follows:

1. **Submission Request**: A designer prepares to submit initial documentation and enters into agreement with the ONR and EA.

2. **Review of a Preliminary Safety Report (PSR)**: The designer submits a Preliminary Safety Report (PSR). The PSR must present any claims about the design’s safety. It must also detail the methodologies that will be used to produce the safety case argument and evidence justifying these claims. This preliminary report must demonstrate ALARP (As Low as Reasonably Practicable) safety, which is referred to by the ONR as So Far As Is Reasonably Practicable (SFAIRP).

3. **Analysis of a Pre-Construction Safety Report (PCSR)**: The designer submits a PCSR in which the arguments for the safety of the design are presented in detail. In this phase, safety arguments are scrutinized closely and in detail. The arguments must be of sufficient detail to “substantiate the claims made in the PSR” (Office for Nuclear Regulation 2014a) of step 2 for the entire plant lifecycle. The report must also include a
fault analysis, safety function categorization, and safety classification of design structures, systems and components. It must clearly identify where more work will be done in step 4.

4. **Final Evidence for the PCSR**: The designer submits any remaining evidence required to justify the arguments of the PCSR. In this phase, evidence for the safety case is scrutinized closely and in detail. This is the most time consuming part of the process.

The ONR will issue a Design Approval Certificate (DAC) if and only if the analysis of the safety case passes step 4. Additional documentation and processes are vetted but are outside the scope of this report.

Steps 3 and 4 of the process apply sampling from the regulator. Even under this regime, regulators cannot consume the entire safety case argument.

Once a design is approved, it can undergo phase 2 site-specific safety case analysis. The entire phase 1 and phase 2 safety case development process is summarized in the ONR guidelines (Office for Nuclear Regulation 2014a), as shown in Table 4.

### Table 4: Safety Documents and Stages of Nuclear Plant Approval

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report</th>
<th>Input To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSR</td>
<td>Assessment in Phase One Step 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic PCSR</td>
<td>Assessment in Phase One Steps 3 and 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updated Generic PCSR</td>
<td>Assessment of GDA issue responses (if required)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site-specific PCSR</td>
<td>Phase Two Site specific and Licensing assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Commissioning Safety Report</td>
<td>Prior to (inactive and active) commissioning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.2.3 **Characterization of Assurance Case**

The “purpose, scope, and content” of nuclear safety cases” are defined in the ONR Technical Assessment Guide T/AST/051 (Office for Nuclear Regulation 2013b). Safety cases must follow the ‘claims’, ‘arguments’ and ‘evidence’ approach. Note that these components are the focuses of phase 1 GDA steps 2 through 4, respectively.

According to (Office for Nuclear Regulation 2013b), a nuclear safety case should answer the following questions:

- What does the safety case cover?
- What does the site/facility, etc., look like (site layout, design, key features)?
- What must be right and why?
- How is this achieved?
- What can go wrong?
- What prevents/mitigates against it going wrong?
- What if it still goes wrong?
- Are the risks ALARP?
- What could be done to make it safer; what areas need further work, and what are the limitations and uncertainties?
• What must be done to implement the safety case?
• How long will the safety case be valid?
• What happens at end-of-life?

Guidance does not specify the structure and scope of the safety case, leaving that as a matter to the applicant licensee. However, it suggests a hierarchy of documents. The top tier can be a summary or Safety Report. It should contain a summary of safety arguments, refined in further documents into details and evidence. Further documents define the evidence in detail. It is recommended that safety cases be divided into a separate safety case for each lifecycle phase of a facility. Safety cases can also be divided into safety cases for subcomponents of a facility, which are elements of input to an overall safety case.

More than anything else that could be said of the GDR process, shown in Figure 16, is that it is highly prescriptive. The technology is presumably well-known, and the public safety implications so high, that predictability and caution is valued above all else.

ONR’s “Safety Assessment Principles for Nuclear Facilities” (Office for Nuclear Reguations 2008) outlines what should be contained in the safety case via Safety Case Principles SC3 – SC6. We condense and summarize this information table in the list below:

• **SC.3:** For each life-cycle stage, control of radiological hazards should be demonstrated by a valid safety case that takes into account implications from previous stages and for future stages.
  All risks should be addressed in a safety case before they actually exist. Constraints for subsequent life-cycle stages should be explicitly detailed. Decommissioning should be considered in all previous life-cycle stage safety cases.
  The content and depth of a safety cases varies from stage to stage of development, with increasing detail from design through operation.

• **SC.4:** A safety case should be accurate, objective, and demonstrably complete for its intended purpose.
  A safety case should:
  1. Link to information to show the facility is safe and will remain so;
  2. Support arguments with appropriate evidence, experiments and analysis;
  3. Accurately reflect the proposed activity of the facility;
  4. Explicitly argue for how ALARP has been satisfied; and
  5. Identify monitoring that will underpin operational assumptions.

A safety case should contain:
1. Identification of the hazards and their potential, systematically;
2. Identification of failure modes through systematic fault sequence identification;
3. A demonstration of conformation to nuclear engineering good practice and principles (This must include demonstration of ‘defense in depth’);
4. A demonstration that engineering rules are applied appropriately;
5. A demonstration that ionizing radiation dosing to all people is within regulatory limits and ALARP;
6. An analysis of possible faults through design and probabilistic analyses, and severe accident analysis as appropriate and showing hazards and risks are ALARP;
7. Information to show that radioactive waste management and decommissioning have been addressed; and
8. The basis for the management of safety for people, plant, and procedures (This includes management, training, maintenance, instructions, rules, and contingencies).

To demonstrate ALARP, the safety case should:
1. Identify and document all options considered;
2. Provide evidence of the criteria used in option selection; and

- **SC.5:** Safety cases should identify areas of optimism and uncertainty, together with their significance, in addition to strengths and any claimed conservatism. The safety case should take a balanced view of risks. Areas of uncertainty and optimism should be balanced with adequate conservatism. Potential weaknesses in the design of the safety case should be identified clearly. Mitigation for these weaknesses should be identified. Issues remaining to be addressed should be clearly explained.

- **SC.6:** The safety case for a facility or site should identify important aspects of operation and management required for maintaining safety. The important aspects of operation and management required to maintain safety should emerge from the safety case.

The safety case for each life-cycle stage should include:
1. The required maintenance, inspection, and testing regimes assumed for the case to remain valid;
2. The operating conditions required to ensure the facility is kept in a safe condition; and
3. Inputs to emergency planning.

From this guidance, we conclude that the ONR’s requirements for a safety case specify an informal but explicit argument over explicit evidence.

### 4.1.2.4 Outcomes

The four phases of GDA follow the structure of the safety case in vetting claims, arguments, and evidence. Evidently, the process has been very difficult for vendors from outside of Great Britain to adopt. ONR noted this difficulty: “Understanding the UK regulatory approach and expectations for presentation of safety case claims, arguments and evidence was a challenge for the Requesting Parties towards the beginning of GDA” (Office for Nuclear Regulations 2013c).
We should also note that the ONR has admitted to underestimating the manpower required for a thorough safety case analysis. Each stage of the GDA can take from 6 months to two years, with estimates being very open for this relatively new process. Furthermore, it is critical to note the ‘sampling’ nature of the analysis. Even the regulator does not have sufficient resources to fully vet the entire safety case argument of the designer.

From 2007 through 2014, the activity of the GDA process can be summarized as follows from their activity reports (Office for Nuclear Regulations 2013a, 2014a):

**Throughput:** 1 of 4 reactor designs accepted

**Staff Hours (government):** ~10000

**Documents (applicants):** ~1000s

**EPR Reactor Design (AREVA):**
- Identified Issues: 31
- Issues Satisfied by Safety Case Amendment: 31
- Status: Process exited with design approval

**AP1000 Design (Westinghouse):**
- Remaining Issues: 51
- Status: Process exited with remaining issues

**ABWR Design (Hitachi-GE):**
- Status: Entering phase 2 technical assessment

### 4.2 Aviation Infrastructure

#### 4.2.1 U.K. Civil Aviation Authority CAP 670 & 760

CAP 670 and 760 are both issued by the Civil Aviation Authority of the United Kingdom:

- “CAP 670: Air Traffic Services Safety Requirements.” The Third Issue, Amendment 1/2013, 13 June 2013 was the version reviewed for this study. The current version is dated 23 May 2014 (UK Civil Aviation Authority 2014).

- “CAP 760: Guidance on the Conduct of Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment, and the Production of Safety Cases.” The first edition was dated 13 January 2006. The current version is dated 10 December 2010 (UK Civil Aviation Authority 2010).

#### 4.2.1.1 Synopsis

CAP 670 is a lengthy document that covers all aspects of air traffic services: overall regulation, air traffic control (ATC), engineering, flight information services (FIS), communication, navigation, surveillance, weather, and so on. CAP 670 and other CAA regulations coexist and fit together with EU-level regulations as well developed by the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and EUROCONTROL.

Only portions of this document concern assurance cases (specifically, safety cases). The relevant sections/subsections include:

- “Part B, Section 1: ATS Certification, Designation and Approval”
  - “APP 01: Safety Management Systems”
  - “Appendix A to APP 01: SMS: Additional Guidance” (references CAP 760)
“Part B, Section 3: Systems Engineering”

→ “SW 01: Regulatory Objectives for Software Safety Assurance in ATS Equipment”
  → “Part 3: Guidance”
  → “Appendix A to SW 01: Identification of AELs”
  → “Appendix B to SW 01: Argument and Evidence Concepts”

CAP 760 is shorter and much more tightly focused. This document explicitly associates hazard analysis methods (such as FMECA, HAZOP, Event Trees) and traditional risk assessment with safety cases.

4.2.1.2 Role of Assurance Case

CAP 670 provides a straightforward practical definition concerning role: “Safety assurance documentation contains **argument** and **evidence** that the system meets or exceeds the appropriate standard of safety.” Safety cases are integral to the regulatory structure set up in CAP 670. The format is flexible, but an arrangement of argument and evidence must be assembled into a safety case to satisfy CAP 670. Assurance documentation must be submitted to the CAA for approval before certain activities may be executed.

The terms “unit safety assurance documentation” and “Unit Safety Case” (USC) are used interchangeably in CAP 670; both refer to what we consider a safety case. CAP 670 presents it as integrated with a Safety Management System (SMS). Safety assurance documentation must be submitted to CAA for approval. Safety case activity may be required for current operations or changes to current operations.

CAP 670 presents a sequence for safety assurance documentation, such that it is provided at several stages in the system development process (shown in Table 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Documentation Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| System Description, Requirements and Hazard Identification [Specification] | • Reason for and overview of changes  
• Safety objectives and regulatory requirements  
• Operational and functional requirements  
• Risk assessment to identify hazards  
• Assumptions and Responsibilities |
| Justification of Selected System or Operational Change [Design Complete] | • Demonstrate meeting requirements (safety, operational, etc.) – including installation, commissioning, and operation  
• Often need assurance information from suppliers  
• Mitigations for deficiencies |
| Physical Integration and Handover into Routine Operation [Deployment] | • Safe integration of changes  
• Appropriate staffing and training  
• Procedures for transition (including reversion)  
• Summarize hazards and resolutions |
Regarding safety assurance of changes to operations, CAP 670 specifies that the following might trigger additional safety case activity:

- Installation and commissioning of a system,
- Modification to in-service equipment,
- Change to maintenance arrangements,
- Withdrawal of a service or facility, or
- New or changed procedure.

While CAP 670 mentions risk management in association with assurance documentation, CAP 760 is entirely devoted to the subject. CAP 760 draws the connection between risk and safety cases (and standards and requirements) very succinctly:

“International regulations and standards require [ESARRs referenced]... a risk assessment and mitigation process... The result of the assessment should be documented and this is typically achieved by developing a Safety Case. The term 'Safety Case' is used in respect of a set of one or more documents that include claims, arguments and evidence that a system meets its safety requirements.”

As for the role of CAP 760, it is also clearly stated: “The purpose of this document is to provide guidance to aerodrome operators and ANSPs on the development of a Safety Case and, in particular, on hazard identification, risk assessment and the mitigation techniques that may be used.” As in CAP 670, it is reiterated that a safety case is a “living document” that will be progressively built up over the course of a project.

CAP 760 presents the following summary of system lifecycle and associated safety activities. This bears similarities to portions of CAP 670 and is shown in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lifecycle Phase</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility and Concept</td>
<td>• high-level hazard identification and risk assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• identify applicable safety regulatory requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design and Development</td>
<td>• additional risk assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• compliance matrices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender and Contract</td>
<td>• supplier processes and compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• hazard logging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• contractual safety aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Realization</td>
<td>• change management / safety impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• risk assessment and mitigation activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition to Service</td>
<td>• evidence of meeting safety requirements (results of tests and trials)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• regulatory approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-going Operation and Maintenance</td>
<td>• operational and maintenance risks/mitigations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• corrective action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes</td>
<td>• depending on situation, all phases above</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: CAP 760 and System Lifecycle
CAP 760 goes on to present a seven-step process for risk assessment and mitigation:
1. System description,
2. Hazard and consequence identification,
3. Estimation of the severity of the consequences of the hazard occurring,
4. Estimation/assessment of the likelihood of the hazard consequences occurring,
5. Evaluation of the risk,
6. Risk mitigation and safety requirements, and
7. Claims, arguments and evidence that the safety requirements have been met and documenting this in a safety case.

Though there are connections to assurance case concepts throughout – such as the application of ALARP after step 5 – it is the sole focus of step 7. Chapter 3, section 7 of CAP 760 details this step and is especially informative about the construction of safety cases. A safety case structure (outline) is provided, including key section “System Assurance” which includes claims, arguments, and evidence.

CAP 760 further explicitly integrates a number of risk analysis techniques (FMECA, HAZOP, Event Trees) with the seven-step process and thus safety cases. The document closes with the subject of “Required Level of Confidence in Evidence” (Appendix G).

4.2.1.3 Characterization of Assurance Case

CAP 670 is not explicit about the format of safety cases. Regarding safety assurance of current operations, the document provides some guidance for what major areas to include in documentation, such as:
- Describe the SMS,
- Description of operation,
- Safety assessment of operation,
- Compliance with regulations, and
- Operational procedures.

CAP 760 presents GSN as a specifically appropriate graphical representation of safety arguments. More importantly, it provides a safety case structure as guidance, but not strictly required. Although this structure is described is in the context of associated risk management processes, the structure is not limited to that perspective; however, it is somewhat tailored to the types of large systems typical of Air Traffic Services). A list of the sections is provided in Table 7 (skipping pro forma content such as title page).
Table 7: CAP 760 Safety Case Structure (abridged)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Executive Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Dependencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assumptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Requirement Derivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statutory Safety Objectives and Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Assurance [claims and arguments]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitations and Shortcomings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1.4 Outcomes

CAP 670 and 760 provide excellent reference material on assurance (safety) cases; but unfortunately, we do not have access to information concerning how it has been applied in specific cases. Nonetheless, they clearly establish the regulatory process that assurance documentation (safety cases) will be produced by air traffic services (ATS) system providers and approval will be based on this documentation.

4.2.2 Eurocontrol Wide-Area Multilateration (WAM) Preliminary Safety Case

The primary source for this section is the Eurocontrol publication “Preliminary Safety Case for Air Traffic Control Service in Non-Radar Areas using Wide-Area Multilateration (WAM) as sole means of surveillance” (Eurocontrol 2012a). Note: Eurocontrol has produced several
Preliminary Safety Cases (PSCs), including for ADS-B surface coverage, ADS-B in radar areas, and ADS-B in non-radar areas. All contain similar structures and utilizations. These and associated documents have been produced as part of the Eurocontrol CASCADE programme.

4.2.2.1 Synopsis

As concluded by the Eurocontrol review document SRC 51 (Eurocontrol 2012b): “The Preliminary Safety Case for WAM-NRA sets out a generic argument and structure to support the claim the use of WAM … will be acceptably safe.” Furthermore: “Implementers may choose to make use of elements of the PSC, for example the generic set of safety arguments… but must not rely on it alone.” As such, the WAM-NRA PSC provides a starting point for a full safety case to be developed by Eurocontrol member organizations. It limits itself to: (1) a generally acceptable framework and (2) detailed arguments in the area of WAM abstract (“logical”) design.

4.2.2.2 Role of Assurance Case

This assurance case example is strictly a safety case. Furthermore, it is intentionally incomplete; it is designed to provide a starting point for specific instances of WAM. “… The aim of this PSC is to be an input to the Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) to produce their own full safety cases (in accordance with the requirements of the local regulator) for a local implementation of WAM-NRA… ANSPs wishing to implement the WAM-NRA system in their own airspace should then consider the information and processes presented in this PSC.” (Eurocontrol 2012a, pg. 15) This document proposes that specific, complete “Local Safety Cases” be produced following the included structure and guidance.

The PSC focuses its detail on the safety argument for the design (as opposed to implementation or any other life-cycle phase.). It also “does not prescribe the physical implementation and in particular whether WAM function is passive or active. This will be a local decision on how to achieve the safety requirements identified in this PSC (e.g. probability of detection requirements).” (Eurocontrol 2012a pg. 14) For this reason, the PSC refers in many places to the “logical design” of WAM. Since this document is independent of implementation details (including hardware and its specifications), it limits itself to arguments about the fundamental, abstract characteristics of WAM.

The greatest value of the PSC is in presenting a structure for arguing that a particular WAM instance is acceptably safe for ATC services. This is done both through an extensive GSN structure/diagram and the sections and subsections of the document.

4.2.2.3 Characterization of Assurance Case

As the PSC provides a high-level template for an argument-based safety case, see Figure 18, it clearly encourages argument structure and goal-orientation.
Much of the document explores wide-area multilateration in principle and correlates it to existing radar requirements.

The PSC (Eurocontrol 2012a) organizes its material according to the following argument structure:

- Overall Safety Argument
  (subdivided into Arg 1 and Arg 2, with placeholders for additional sub-arguments)
  - ATC Service Definition – Arg 1
  - WAM-NRA Design – Arg 2
    (subdivided into multiple sub-arguments: Arg 2.1, 2.2, …)
    - Appropriate Safety Targets Derivation – Arg 2.1
    - Design Satisfaction of Safety Targets – Arg 2.2
      (subdivided into multiple sub-arguments: Arg 2.2.1, 2.2.2, …)
      - Logical Design Description – Arg 2.2.1
        (subdivided into sub-arguments 2.2.1.2 through 2.2.1.4)
        - Description of the WAM-NRA Logical Design – Arg 2.2.1.1
        - Differences Between WAM-NRA and Reference Designs – Arg 2.2.1.2
        - WAM-NRA Safety Requirements – Arg 2.2.1.3
        - External Elements – Arg 2.2.1.4
      - WAM-NRA Design Correctness – Arg 2.2.2
      - Logical Design Robustness – Arg 2.2.3
        (subdivided into sub-arguments 2.2.3.1 and 2.2.3.2)
        - Reaction to Abnormalities of the Environment – Arg 2.2.3.1
        - Reaction to Abnormalities of the External Systems – Arg 2.2.3.2
      - Mitigation of Internal Failures – Arg 2.2.4
        (subdivided into sub-arguments 2.2.4.1 through 2.2.4.5)
        - Hazards Identification – Arg 2.2.4.1
        - Hazards Effect Assessment and Severity Assignment – Arg 2.2.4.2
        - Determination of Pe Values and Safety Objectives – Arg 2.2.4.3
        - Hazard Causes Identification and Internal Mitigation Means – Arg 2.2.4.4
        - Safety Requirements and Assumptions – Arg 2.2.4.5
      - Logical Design Realism – Arg 2.3
      - Trustworthiness of the Evidence for the Logical Design – Arg 2.4

As is shown by the structure above, much of the document is dedicated to Argument 2.2, “Design Satisfaction of Safety Targets.” Within this, several common assurance case patterns can be seen.

The first is the top-level emphasis on service definition and safety targets (that is, safety requirements). In order for safety (or assurance of any kind) to be successfully argued, the essential functions and applicable criteria must be sufficiently clear. This is a key early concern in any assurance case. In the case of this PSC, many of these details are identified by reference to existing documentation previously developed for related systems (such as radar and ADS-B).

Next is the inclusion of a subsection specifically arguing that the design is acceptably safe. This is a useful foundational argument for the following reason: if the design is not safe, there is no reason to progress further (for example, to implementation and maintenance aspects) until that is resolved. Furthermore, though it only provides part of the full argument, the PSC lays out a
useful high-level decomposition pattern as shown in Figure 19 below (Eurocontrol 2012a, pg. 30).

![Figure 19: Eurocontrol WAM PSC High-Level Argument (excerpt)](image)

This pattern breaks down the overall claim into independent arguments directed at design, implementation, transition, and operational service. This is a useful and intuitive breakdown – as part of an assurance case – since each of these tend to address different and unique critical considerations.

The third noteworthy pattern is the explicit inclusion of a hazard management element (Arg 2.2.4). This links the safety case to well-established and effective hazard management practices (as indicated by the subsections: hazard identification, assessment, mitigation, etc.). Including this element in the safety case brings to bear powerful best practices from the field of hazard analysis.

4.2.2.4 Outcomes

The WAM PSC has been further reviewed (Eurocontrol 2012b). The document is somewhat brief and primarily reinforces the scope limitations and appropriate uses of the PSC by member states. It is not known if any European ANSPs have used the PSC yet to produce a complete WAM Safety Case.

4.3 Aerospace Vehicles

Assurance cases of various types are available for aerospace vehicles. However, information access restrictions are common. NASA has published guidance that is applicable especially to space systems, though we do not have specific examples. We have some information about the Triton UAS safety case, although it is limited to very high-level information. Perhaps one of the most accessible examples in this domain is the U.K. Nimrod aircraft, since much has been written about its (very poor) safety case in the aftermath of a tragic accident in the Nimrod fleet. There is a safety case for Thales Watchkeeper (for the U.K. Ministry of Defence), but it is not
publically available. There is also rumored to be a safety case for Global Hawk for the U.S. Air Force.

4.3.1 NASA Risk-Informed Safety Case (RISC)

4.3.1.1 Synopsis

As part of its safety process guidance published by the Office of Safety and Mission Assurance (OSMA), NASA has published a model for a Risk-Informed Safety Case (RISC) (Dezfuli et al. 2011). A second, related volume is expected soon. The guidance is relatively new, and we are not aware of the completion of any RISCs to date. (Feather and Markosian 2011) describe their development of a “feasibility” safety case within NASA for a particular instance of operational software, though it is not specifically a RISC. This feasibility safety case was scoped to cover the safety-critical Abort Failure Detection, Notification and Response (AFDNR) system from the Constellation space program. The Feather and Markosian example predates the publication of RISC guidance; but, regardless, it is noteworthy as an example of NASA’s potential movement toward assurance cases for at least some domains.

Though we do not have examples, we can certainly characterize RISCs as they are defined by the published guidance, which is the approach we take in this section.

4.3.1.2 Role of Assurance Case

Likely related to its relative newness, RISC appears (see Figure 20) to be quite advanced in its use of structured argumentation, structured incorporation of evidence, and flexibility.

These characteristics seem fitting for a safety-critical but technologically unique and innovative field of systems.

NASA clearly presents RISC development as a process that parallels the entire systems development process. “…System safety activities are neither auxiliary to nor duplicative of those systems engineering processes that have the potential to affect safety. Rather, system safety activities are integrated into systems engineering processes in a manner that best assures optimal safety throughout these life cycle phases” (Dezfuli et al. 2011).

RISC is shaped by two fundamental principles:

- Meeting or exceeding the minimum tolerable level of safety established by the stakeholders, and
- Being as safe as reasonably practicable (ASARP).
  (ASARP is similar to ALARP, but phrased in terms of positive safety performance rather than negative risk reduction.)
Major stages include:

- Safety Objectives (Hierarchy) [during systems engineering],
- Integrated Safety Analysis (ISA) [during systems engineering],
- Develop the RISC and Safety Claims, and
- Evaluate RISC / Proceed or go back.

The construction of a RISC matches well our definition of an assurance/safety case, including the primary elements of claims, evidence, and arguments. This is shown in the following quotation from (Dezfuli et al. 2011): “It is a structured argument, supported by a body of evidence, that provides a compelling, comprehensible and valid case that a system is or will be adequately safe for a given application in a given environment.”

4.3.1.3 Characterization of Assurance Case

The RISC top-level argument structure is demonstrated in Figure 21. It is a good example of argument decomposition using well-stated claims.

![Figure 21: Top-Level Claims of Example RISC (Dezfuli et al., 2011)](image)

RISC further supports mapping arguments to claims. A simple format is used which is less precise than GSN. Nonetheless, the reasoning is clearly stated and easy to follow (see Figure 22).
RISC evaluation is covered (Dezfuli et al. 2011, pg. 86):

“For each claim in the RISC, it is the task of the decision-maker to:
1. Understand the technical basis (i.e., evidence) behind the claim.
2. Question the technical basis of the claim to determine its validity.
3. Provide judgment as to adequacy of the claim.”

Checklists are also provided to guide and facilitate evaluation.

4.3.1.4 Outcomes

The definition of RISC was published in 2011, with a second volume expected soon. We do not know of any systems that have produced a full RISC.
4.3.2 **Navy Triton UAS**

4.3.2.1 **Synopsis**

The Northrop Grumman MQ-4C Triton, pictured in Figure 23, is an unmanned aircraft system developed for the United States Navy. The system provides persistent maritime surveillance capability for the U.S. Navy, complementing the Boeing P-8 Poseidon maritime patrol aircraft’s anti-submarine warfare, anti-surface warfare mission. The MQ-4C Triton’s global, maritime mission requires the air vehicle to operate in foreign and U.S. national airspace, as well as international airspace, using Instrument Flight Rules and due-regard operating rules, as defined in civil and Department of Defense regulations. Compliance with due-regard operating rules requires U.S. Navy development and certification of an on-board Sense and Avoid (SAA) system capable of maintaining safe separation between the Triton unmanned aircraft and all other aircraft.

![Figure 23: MQ-4C Triton](Photo by US Air Force)

4.3.2.2 **Role of Assurance Case**

The safety case developed for Triton supports airspace integration and is specifically focused on due-regard operations. Triton due-regard operations are novel; no existing U.S. Navy processes exist to inform certification of due-regard operation. Development of a rigorous safety case for a Sense and Avoid system for use during due-regard operations was viewed as the best approach to mitigate technical and programmatic risk. The safety case was recently adopted by the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) as a method for achieving SAA certification with the promulgation of NAVAIR INST 13034.4 “Policy for Certification of Sense and Avoid Systems for Employment with Unmanned Aircraft Systems.” The instruction defines a safety case as:

> “Safety Case. The process by which a formally documented body of evidence is created that provides a convincing and valid argument that a system is safe for a given application in a given environment. The safety case documents the safety requirements for a system, provides evidence that the requirements have been met, and documents the argument linking the evidence to the requirements. Elements of the safety case include safety claims, evidence, arguments, and inferences.”
The airspace-integration safety case developed for Triton assumes, but does not argue, airworthiness or mission suitability. Airworthiness certification and determination of mission suitability is handled through existing U.S. Navy processes.

4.3.2.3 Characterization of Assurance Case

The Triton airspace-integration safety case (see Figure 24) is advanced in its use of assurance-case tools and comprehensive application of the assurance-case paradigm.

The Triton airspace-integration safety case includes GSN arguments comprising over a thousand claims and broad evidence incorporating expert judgment, bench testing, modeling and simulation, and flight tests. The safety case is developed following a rigorous process through which the arguments are matured in consultation with subject-matter experts, reviewed by technical-area experts, and used as the basis for the negotiation of evidence requirements.

Approval of the Triton airspace-integration safety case follows a process similar to that of airworthiness certification. Technical-area experts approve domain-specific portions of the safety case at the leaves of the argument, based on review of evidence and the recommendation of their subject-matter experts. These approvals flow up the argument as evidence for consideration by higher-level technical-area experts until all portions of the argument have been signed off on.

4.3.2.4 Outcomes

The Triton airspace-integration safety case is not publicly available. Nevertheless, experience gained in early stages of development of the safety case was incorporated into NAVAIR INST 13034.4 “Policy for Certification of Sense and Avoid Systems for Employment with Unmanned Aircraft Systems.” The instruction is available in electronic form from NAVAIR.

4.3.3 RAF Aircraft Nimrod and Related

4.3.3.1 Synopsis

In September of 2006, an RAF Nimrod aircraft, pictured in Figure 25, suffered a catastrophic in-flight fire resulting in the deaths of the entire crew of 14 on board. The accident cause was traced back to fuel leaked during air-to-air refueling and hot exposed ducting. The primary source for information in this section, unless otherwise noted, is “The Nimrod Review” by Charles Haddon-Cave which was the definitive report on the subject produced for the U.K. government (Haddon-Cave 2009).
What makes the Nimrod case such an instructive example is that a partial safety case for it had been completed after design, implementation, and modifications were complete. The aircraft originally entered service in 1969, including a safety-critical design change relative to the preceding design (the Comet). Additional design changes were made in 1979 and 1989. It was, in fact, a combination of the three design changes that led to the accident in 2006. Safety cases were not introduced by the U.K. Ministry of Defence until well after the last design change. However, as mandated, a safety case was created between approximately 2002 and 2005 which reviewed the safety of the aircraft. As the report states, “The Nimrod Safety Case represented the best opportunity to capture the serious design flaws in the Nimrod which had lain dormant for years.” The Nimrod Safety Case received intense scrutiny after the accident and was found to be seriously deficient. Since then, it has served as an important real-world example of how not to develop safety cases.

4.3.3.2 Role of Assurance Case

Updates to safety regulation within the U.K. military led to the publication of JSP318B “Regulations of the Airworthiness of Ministry of Defence Aircraft” (4th Edition) in 2002 (UK Ministry of Defence 2002). JSP318B prominently features Safety Management Systems (SMSes), Safety Cases, and the principle of As Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP). This mirrored evolutionary changes at the broader level of military systems regulation in Defence Standard, “Safety Management Requirements for Defence Systems” (UK Ministry of Defence 2004). Hazard management remained a required element even as there were shifts in the higher-level structure of safety processes and documentation. Both JSP318B and 00-56 were primarily written for new systems. Within the U.K. military aviation organization, further guidance on applying new regulations to legacy aircraft was provided in BP1201, as referenced in (Haddon-Cave 2009). BP1201 emphasized the combination of SMS, Safety Case, and Hazard Log for military aircraft systems; furthermore, it introduced the concept of an “implicit Safety Case” for legacy systems. While the intent is understandable, this unfortunately set up a tendency to be less rigorous for in-service designs and to assume that aircraft currently flying without major incidents were presumably safe. This was especially true for the Nimrod, which was widely regarded as a safe and proven aircraft. Though this was an option for the Nimrod, to their credit,
safety oversight elected to develop an explicit safety case. There was some uncertainty on this point early in the development of the safety case; regardless, the fundamental weaknesses of the safety case were in the execution of it, not the regulatory form.

A Safety Management Plan (SMP) that defined the SMS specifically for Nimrod was issued in early 2002. The SMP established a Platform Safety Working Group (PSWG) and roles such as an Integrated Project Team (IPT) and Team Leader (IPTL), a Safety Advisor, a Safety Manager, and Independent Safety Assessors (ISAs). Hazard management processes were defined at the low level (daily) and oversight level (every 3-6 months).

Though the SMP was reasonably well-constructed, in practice there was little motivation to question the safety of the aircraft. As reported in a 2002 feasibility study by BAE (Haddon-Cave 2009):

“By virtue of a range of traditional methods (certification and qualification/integrity testing), there is an intrinsic high level of confidence in the prevailing acceptable level of safety of the Nimrod types. However, there is currently a lack of structured argument and supporting evidence formally recorded and maintained in order to support the requirements of forthcoming legislation and to achieve compliance with the requirements of JSP318B Edition 4. Hence the reason for the overall task to compile, record, monitor and maintain an aircraft level SC for the Nimrod MR Mk2 and R Mk 1 types."

In other words, before real safety case development even started, the authoring organization all but declared that it would be an exercise in documentation and actual safety would be taken for granted. This became a recurring theme throughout the initiative. Sure enough, “The Nimrod Safety Case became essentially a paperwork and ‘tick-box’ exercise.”

4.3.3.3 Characterization of Assurance Case

We characterize the Nimrod Safety Case (see Figure 26) as “Implicit – Explicit – Goal-Oriented.” The argument for safety was not explicitly made or, if it was, it was in appearance only. The evidence was, in fact, explicit, and this is demonstrated by the fact that a deeper inspection of the risk documentation later helped to determine what went wrong. The initiative was also goal-oriented, especially because it was a legacy system, and there was systemically and de facto a high degree of latitude in making the safety case.

The safety case was written by BAE Systems, which was the supplier of the aircraft. The process featured a Fault Tree Analysis at the highest level and Zone Hazard Analyses (ZHA) at lower levels. Hazard management techniques formed the bulk of the safety case effort. There
was essentially no argumentation or evidence from design of the analysis; apparently the service record of the aircraft along with hazard analysis was considered adequate to build a safety case.

Though ZHA was not done particularly thoroughly, the hazard that eventually caused the crash was identified and noted in general terms by two separate teams, and subsequently entered into the hazard database. Both ascribed relatively low “initial probabilities” which, later in the process, was given too much weight. Furthermore, the hazard identification system was overburdened with so-called hazards (about 1,300, many of which were unrealistic or slight variations on others). Later “rationalization” of the hazard database reduced the number down to 105: 66 Functional Hazards and 39 Zonal Hazards). The specific hazard in question remained identified as one of the 105.

The role of the Independent Safety Assessor, Qinetiq, was apparently undermined by the perception of the IPTL (from the MoD) that their criticisms were indirect ways to generate business for themselves. Haddon-Cave somewhat vindicates Qinetiq, but in any case, the independent assessment clearly did not function as intended. Qinetiq’s recommendations were frequently brushed aside, and the “independent assessor” was de facto pressured to relax its standards.

The safety case development (largely a risk mitigation exercise) was badly under-resourced. The majority of the mitigations had to be developed under severe pressure, and consequently they were of low quality and riddled with errors and inconsistencies. Such was the case for the hazard that eventually caused the Nimrod crash – though portions of the mitigation documentation are tantalizingly correct (such as the identification of a single point of failure fire hazard), the net effect of several flaws in the mitigation argument was that the risk was tolerable.

In the end, the Nimrod Safety Case was accepted primarily because serious inadequacies at the deeper levels were hidden and glossed over. Specific weaknesses in the Nimrod Safety Case are identified in the following subsections.

**Inexperienced Practitioners**

The authors of the safety case at BAE, according to Haddon-Cave, had never produced a safety case before. Due in part to organizational boundaries, some participants were not the best possible for their roles. For example, some BAE engineering experts were used who were not very familiar with the Nimrod, whereas RAF line engineers had extensive experience with Nimrod safety issues. One of the supporting documents, the Fire & Explosion Report, was written by a manager who wasn’t even present at the (relatively cursory) aircraft examinations on which the report was based.

**Programmatic Pressure**

Furthermore, there was an early commitment to unrealistic budget and schedule constraints. The acceptable cost of the Nimrod Safety Case was about 1/10th the known cost of the (then completed) Harrier Safety Case. The safety case was written in two six-month phases – the first of which was largely hazard identification, and the second of which was risk mitigation. Six months is hardly enough time to develop an understanding of the safety issues that might be present in a large, complex aircraft (let alone draft and vet a comprehensive document on the subject). The budget for phase 2 worked out to about 5 man-hours per hazard, which was, again, at least about 1/10th a more reasonable allocation. There was an assumption that each hazard would yield to a search through design documents, test reports, etc. in lieu of substantial
analysis. When suitable documents were largely not to be found, the project had, in effect, no good options.

**Gross Mismanagement of Hazards**

The hazard analysis process was rushed and shoddy. At the time of completion, it was covered up that 12 of 66 functional hazards and 22 of 39 zonal hazards remained “Unclassified” (that is, had not been sufficiently worked to classify the risk). In total about 40% of the hazards remained “Open” (work incomplete). Inappropriate reliability data was included in calculations, and subjective judgment was under pressure to arrive at conclusions that even catastrophic hazards were tolerable due to low probability. In the detailed risk assessment data, frequent references were made to more work being required, but this was ignored at the program level in the rush to declare the aircraft “safe” that everyone had, apparently, already decided from the outset was “safe.”

**4.3.3.4 Outcomes**

Unfortunately, the outcome of the Nimrod Safety Case is well-known: it failed to identify and correct a fairly straightforward technical risk, resulting in a fatal aircraft loss. Lessons that can be drawn from the example include:

- Safety should never be assumed, neither should the objective be to “demonstrate that ____ is acceptably safe.” The objective presumes the conclusion; the system in question may *not* be acceptably safe, which is the very reason for producing a safety case.
- Design modifications can radically change the risk characteristics of a system. In the case of Nimrod, its 30 years of safe operation were largely irrelevant (a red herring, in fact) because the 1989 design change was a critical factor in the failure mode. In terms of certain risks, the Nimrod was a different aircraft post-1989 than it was pre-1989.
- Inadequate participation and inadequate review and oversight can allow critical issues to slip through the cracks. Just because an assurance case uses the proper form and procedures does not ensure that it is actually valid and complete. In-depth expert examination from more than one stakeholder seems the minimum necessary measure to ensure validity.
- Budget/schedule pressure and internal mistrust can be toxic to the effective development of an assurance case. Professional judgment is required and will vary from person to person; judgments have repercussions for mitigation strategies, costs, and schedule. It is essential that, barring obvious malfeasance, team members trust each other’s good intentions. Professional opinions deserve merit and should not be discounted.

**4.4 Rail (Infrastructure and Vehicles)**

In this section we have a pair of examples that are, so to speak, genealogically related. The first example, the European Rail Safety Management System, is the current regulatory regime for rail infrastructure and vehicles in the European Union (EU). It is oriented around the concept of a Safety Management System (SMS), which brings with it a certain safety philosophy. The second example predates the first and represents the U.K. Rail safety regulation prior to integration with
the EU. As such, it emphasizes the safety-case-oriented trends emerging in the U.K. during that time period (which, it should be noted, were not necessarily in favor of argument-based safety cases, but they did establish the name “safety case” and emphasize evidence).

As we will see, both examples rely on implicit argumentation. However, there is a distinction that is worth highlighting. The SMS approach tends to imply safety based on the adoption of beneficial management processes. In contrast, implicit safety cases such as in the U.K. Rail example also imply safety, but on a different basis: the collection of evidence that the system is safe. Neither example explicitly states their arguments. Each uses a slightly different implied argument for safety.

4.4.1 European Rail Safety Management Systems

4.4.1.1 Synopsis

The European Railway Agency is responsible for organizing interoperable and safe rail across the European Union. It facilitates the integration of two key railway system elements:

- **Infrastructure Management (IM):** Owners and operators of rail track and related equipment.
- **Railway Undertaking (RU):** Owners and operators of rail vehicles including freight and passenger service.

Three key directives from the European Parliament mandate the European Railway Agency’s work. These are as follows:

- **2001/14/EC:** Establishes an open/shared market whereby RUs within the European Union can openly travel the IMs of countries across the EU.
- **2004/49/EC:** Requires each RU and IM present a Safety Management System, or SMS, that can be assessed by the safety administration of each nation of the EU.
- **2008/57/EC:** Simplifies some aspects of creating an SMS and sets in motion a plan to eventually provide a single SMS structure template for IMs and another for RUs.

Therefore, the Safety Management System is the means of safety assurance in European Union rail. Work continues to unify the definition of an SMS and standardize its implementation.

A traditional SMS covers many aspects of safety not traditionally thought of as part of a safety assurance argument. For example, it may include future safety goals for an organization and include active elements to influence behavior within an organization. Therefore, Safety Management often subsumes an explicit Safety Assurance Case as an umbrella under which assurance occurs. Safety Management Systems are traditionally found in healthcare, aviation, rail, and maritime systems where they operate similar to quality assurance conventions.

We note that the European Railway Agency refers to the SMS as follows (European Railway Agency 2014a): “Implementing all relevant elements of an SMS in an adequate way can provide an organisation with the necessary assurance that it controls and will continue to control all the identified risks associated with its activities, under all conditions.”

Therefore, we consider the role of SMS for European Rail as an assurance case for two reasons:

- The European Railway Agency refers to the SMS in terms of assurance.
• The U.K.’s rail system previously applied safety cases, but has since adopted the European Railway regime as mandated by the European Union. Therefore, we can compare and contrast the two approaches to assurance.

For the remainder of this section, we will consider the European Railway SMS to be an example of an informal assurance case.

4.4.1.2 Role of Assurance Case

The SMS is a necessary requirement for operation of an RU or IM within the European Union. All nation states within the EU must receive the SMS for a RU or IM, and must issue a safety certificate on the basis of reviewing the SMS. As the SMS is a live document, this review is theoretically continuous. A certified SMS is necessary but not sufficient for an RU or IM to operate legally within a member nation. Nations may maintain additional regulations.

4.4.1.3 Characterization of Assurance Case

The European rail safety regulation is, in many ways, very traditional. It emphasizes collecting and recording a comprehensive body of evidence, shown in Figure 27. This is, in some ways, appropriate given that the railway system is very well-known and not particularly complicated – that is, the risks tend to be very transparent.

A Safety Management System consists of a large set of categories into which documentation, procedures, and evidence are placed. The structure of these categories forms an implicit argument of safety assurance.

In the case of the European Railway Agency SMS, this categorical structure is called the “SMS Wheel.” The wheel represents categories of evidence and procedure designed to assure system safety. As examples:

• “Risk Assessment” category provides evidence about potential hazards and likelihoods.
• “Emergency Plans” provide document hazard mitigation strategies.
• “Leadership” provides evidence for organized managerial responsibility for safety.
• “Continuous Improvement” procedures document means for maintaining quality of operations to maintain and improve safety standards.

While a comprehensive study of SMS exceeds the bounds of this work, we note that these and other SMS categories, when combined, are oriented to enact but also assure system safety. It is this assurance of safety that allows nation states to offer safety certificates upon acceptance of an SMS. In 2013, legislation was proposed that will enable the ERA to issue safety certificates to
vehicle and rail operators anywhere in the EU by 2019. Compliance with the SMS would be a key requirement of such certification.

4.4.1.4 Outcomes

The European Railway Agency released its 2014 biannual safety report (European Railway Agency 2014b). Amongst its key findings are the following

- According to the latest available common safety indicators data, railway safety continued to improve across the EU in 2012, with 2,068 significant accidents resulting in 1,133 fatalities and 1,016 people seriously injured. This represents a 7% drop in the number of significant accidents and a 5% drop in casualties compared to 2011.
- “… improvement continues to slow…” [in safety gains]
- “The safety performance of EU Member States varies considerably, with a more than ten-fold difference in risk for all categories of railway users. This implies that there is clear potential for improvement in numerous areas, as there has been no significant reduction in risk variations over the last ten years.”

Overall, the report’s data suggests a significant drop in serious accidents in 2008-2009, followed by relatively gradual reduction in serious accidents from 2009 through 2012.

In 2013 there were two high profile train accidents, including the most deadly passenger train crash in 15 years in Spain (July 24). However, Christopher Carr, head of safety for the ERA indicated at the time that “The timing is unfortunate but I don’t think we see this as the start of a trend and we don’t see evidence of that in the data we have so far” (Hall and Spence 2013).


4.4.2.1 Synopsis

From 1994 to 2006, the United Kingdom’s rail industry assured safety through the application of a safety case regime. In 2006, the U.K. transitioned from the use of safety cases to the SMS-driven approach as required in European Union directive 2004/49/EC, as discussed in Section 4.4.1. A majority of this section is taken from “Supplement F: Safety case use in the railway industry”, which is a supplement to “Using safety cases in industry and healthcare: a pragmatic review of the use of safety cases in safety-critical industries – lessons and prerequisites for their application in healthcare” (Medhurst and Embrey 2012).

4.4.2.2 Role of Assurance Case

Safety cases became required of U.K. rail in response to the privatization of the industry in 1994. At that time, the Railway Regulations of 1994 included the need for safety case with all elements of rail industry, including infrastructure and train operations. The HSE was charged with verifying compliance of industry and auditing of safety cases.

There was a two-tier approach to safety case audit. Rail infrastructure submitted its safety cases to HSE. Rail carriers and train operators submitted their safety case to both rail infrastructure and the HSE for review. In this way infrastructure was able to check the assumptions and methods of operators on the infrastructure. Formal approval of a safety case by all predecessor parties in the hierarchy was required in order to legally operate within the U.K.
4.4.2.3 Characterization of Assurance Case

Though the older U.K. railway regime was in name a “safety case,” whereas the successor European system is an “SMS,” the two are categorized the same according to our scheme, shown in Figure 28.

Rail industry safety cases are effectively traditional U.K. safety cases. A safety case consists of the following elements (Medhurst and Embrey 2012):

- **Duty Holder:** Description of the responsible party for the safety of a system.
- **Risk Assessments:** Comprehensive documentation of risk, “including methodology, results and the implementation of risk control measures.”
- **Health and Safety Management System:** A description of the safety management system in place for the system. This included evidence for its effectiveness and auditing procedures.
- **Technical Description:** A technical description of the system in question.
- **Operations and Maintenance Procedures:** A description of procedures used to operate and maintain the system.
- **Training and Competency:** Description of training methods and competency assessment techniques for staff.
- **Cooperation:** Description of methods for cooperation with other systems in rail.
- **Emergency Response and Incident Investigation:** A description of methods.
- **Development Plan:** A plan for the continuation, maintenance, and ownership of the safety case and its required evidence.

These are all of the typical elements found in a safety case required by the U.K.’s Health and Safety Executive. Note that the safety case subsumes the Safety Management System (SMS) of the rail entity, whereas in European Union regulations of Section 4.4, the SMS subsumes an assurance argument. The standard HSE Safety Case is by nature a structured safety assurance argument in which evidence is displayed explicitly, but the argument itself is implicit.

4.4.2.4 Outcomes

(Medhurst and Embrey 2012) indicates that the strength of SMS methodologies in rail is in its impact on the evidential structure of safety cases, as compared with industries such as petrochemical. In other words, the safety management approach further discretized and regularized the categorization of evidence for use in safety assurance.
As with other HSE initiatives, compliance with safety case regulations was complete, and may have helped identify hazards and mitigation with the London Underground system amidst the fragmentation of privatization (Medhurst and Embrey 2012). The authors also note that there is no analytic evidence in support of the effect of the safety case regime on safety in U.K. rail. However, accidents per kilometer travelled continued to decline in inverse proportion to time over the safety case regime.

4.5 Automobiles

4.5.1 ISO 26262

4.5.1.1 Synopsis

The ISO 26262:2011(E) standard is entitled “Road vehicles — Functional safety” (International Organization for Standardization 2011b) and was developed by the automotive industry. The standard is an adaptation of IEC 61508 and is designed to comply with needs specific to the application sector of electrical and/or electronic (E/E) systems within road vehicles.

The development of ISO 26262:2011(E) was undertaken with no legal requirement. Thus, conformance is voluntary, and there is no regulatory oversight. The voluntary nature of the standard means that safety cases developed within the automotive industry do not have to leave the associated development organizations. This is likely the primary reason that there are no publicly available ISO 26262 safety cases available for inclusion in this report.

The standard is important for this study, because it is:

- the only standard applicable to the automotive industry,
- aimed at the electrical and electronics systems in automobiles, and
- mandates the development of a safety case.

ISO 26262:2011(E) is based upon a system-development V process model. Detailed hardware-development and software-development process models are included. The standard partitions target systems into four different Automotive Safety Integrity Levels (ASILs), A through D, with level D being the most critical.

ISO 26262:2011(E) is composed of 10 separate volumes. The first volume is a detailed glossary of terms and covers all of the major terms that usually cause confusion. Some of the key definitions from the standard are as follows:

- **Safety**: absence of unreasonable risk.
- **Unreasonable risk**: risk judged to be unacceptable in a certain context according to valid societal moral concepts.
- **Safety case**: argument that the safety requirements for an item are complete and satisfied by evidence compiled from work products of the safety activities during development. NOTE Safety case can be extended to cover safety issues beyond the scope of ISO 26262:2011(E).
- **Safety goal**: top-level safety requirement as a result of the hazard analysis and risk assessment. (Note: one safety goal can be related to several hazards, and several safety goals can be related to a single hazard.)
Volumes 2 through 9 partition the safety engineering process mostly by lifecycle phase as defined by the V model. The tenth volume is a guidance document that includes detailed guidance and worked examples of fault-tree analysis and the associated probability calculations.

Despite the fact that a safety case has to be constructed to establish compliance, the standard provides no guidance on the development of the safety case, how it should be presented, how it should be evaluated, or how the safety case should be validated and verified. There are virtually no links from the body of the standard to the safety-case requirement.

ISO 26262:2011(E) is a prescriptive standard which defines process requirements in extensive detail and includes numerous tables that identify technology choices and associated technology recommendations for the different ASILs. From the safety perspective, an important requirement set by the standard is a detailed hazard analysis. From the hazard analysis, the standard calls for the development of safety requirements that mitigate the hazards to acceptable levels.

Combining the standard’s requirement for a hazard analysis with the standard’s detailed process requirements results in a prescriptive standard that, if followed, causes a great deal of the essential evidence for a safety case to be developed. Thus, the bulk of the standard supports the requirement for development of a safety case extensively.

4.5.1.2 Role of Assurance Case

Although the term “safety case” is defined in volume 1, the glossary, the term is enhanced in section 5.3.1 of volume 10 (the guidance) as follows:

“The purpose of a safety case is to provide a clear, comprehensive and defensible argument, supported by evidence, that an item is free from unreasonable risk when operated in an intended context.”

4.5.1.3 Characterization of Assurance Case

ISO 26262:2011(E) is very thorough in the processes and technologies that it prescribes, but it is in the sense of “highly explicit” rather than “structured.” Though the regime is not mandatory (which is a form of flexibility), it is nonetheless intrinsically prescriptive as described above and characterized in Figure 29.

The limited statement about the role of the safety case in the mechanism set up by ISO 26262:2011(E) is defined in section 6.4.6 of volume 2 of the standard, “Management of functional safety.” Specifically, the standard states:
“6.4.6 Safety case

6.4.6.1 This requirement shall be complied with for items that have at least one safety goal with an ASIL (A), B, C or D: a safety case shall be developed in accordance with the safety plan.

6.4.6.2 The safety case should progressively compile the work products that are generated during the safety lifecycle.”

Use of the ASILs in defining what is expected from a safety case would be expected, especially for ASIL D systems. For ASIL D systems, Annex E of volume 2 is entitled: “Example of a functional safety assessment agenda (for items that have an ASIL D safety goal).” Despite the expected role of the safety case in safety management, Annex E only mentions the safety case once and then only as an item in the safety management plan.

Section 11 of volume 4 is entitled: “Release for production.” The only mention of the safety case in this section is that having one is a prerequisite for release.

4.5.1.4 Outcomes

We have not found specific examples of safety cases developed using ISO 26262 or reports of conformance with the complete standard. Research papers published by authors from Jaguar Land Rover suggest that that company has built safety cases for ISO 26262:2011 (E) compliance, although no details have been released (Habli et al. 2013, Palin & Habli 2010, Palin et. al. 2011). It is likely that there are other unreleased efforts to implement ISO 26262 at least in part.

4.6 Medical Devices

Medical devices are engineered systems that provide a service to patients by treating injuries and illnesses, mitigating their effects, or providing data that can be used by physicians or other devices.

As the complexity, sophistication and number of medical devices has increased, so has concern over their safety. Defining “safety” for a medical device is more difficult than in most other safety-critical domains, because the notion of “acceptable residual risk” is variable. For example, the degree of residual risk that is acceptable for a medical device is much lower for generally healthy children than for elderly adults with a life-threatening disease. A much higher level of residual risk is acceptable for the elderly adults because of the serious nature of their situation. This distinction must be possible for medical devices, although nothing similar arises in other safety-critical domains.

The U.S Food and Drug Administration uses the following definition of safety (Food and Drug Administration 2013):

“There is reasonable assurance that a device is safe when it can be determined, based upon valid scientific evidence, that the probable benefits to health from use of the device for its intended uses and conditions of use, when accompanied by adequate directions and warnings against unsafe use, outweigh any probable risks. The valid scientific evidence used to determine the safety of a device shall adequately demonstrate the absence of unreasonable risk of illness or injury associated with the use of the device for its intended uses and conditions of use.”
Even though this definition is not motivated by the explicit use of safety cases, the form and content of the definition is remarkably close to the definition that would be used in a safety case. This circumstance makes the adoption of safety cases in the medical-device domain somewhat simpler than might be expected.

In this section we present: (1) a summary of the issues in medical device safety, (2) a discussion of the use of safety cases with drug-infusion pumps, and (3) an overview of the assurance case developed at the University of Pennsylvania for a generic (i.e., non-proprietary) pacemaker.

According to supplement G of the report ‘Using Safety Cases in Industry and Healthcare’, “Despite the benefits, software failure poses a number of additional risks to patient safety; moreover, the complexity of software poses significant challenges for regulators to ensure their safety and confirm that they perform to the manufacturer’s specification” (Bloomfield et al. 2012).

(Thimbleby 2013) points out that user interaction failures cause significant damage to caregivers in addition to patients; poor interface design and ignoring detectable errors is almost universal in the current generation of medical devices. Poor user interface design leads to misreading the device or entering bad information. Ignoring detectable errors on the device (such as unreasonable dosages or flow rates) leads to devices acting in a less safe manner than they otherwise could in partnership with an operator.

4.6.1 Infusion Pumps (Food and Drug Administration)

4.6.1.1 Synopsis

The FDA is now requiring that, for new infusion pumps, an assurance case for medical device safety must be included in their pre-market filing (Food and Drug Administration 2014). An infusion pump, shown in Figure 30, provides controlled, direct drug delivery into a patient’s body over time.

Figure 30: Medical Infusion Pump

("EDK Pump 1" by Daniel Schwen is licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0)

The reason for this requirement is that the FDA is seeing a strong increase in the number of reported infusion pump failures – with serious repercussions to patients – for which the cause is
either poor design or poorly handled software errors (Bloomfield et al. 2012). In particular, they summarize the FDA’s findings about failures occurring due to:

1. software defects,
2. user interface issues, and
3. mechanical and electrical failures.

Thus, new devices require a formal safety assurance case be filed with new devices in the 510(k) process.

The FDA Software Engineering Lab produced a Generic Patient Controlled Analgesic (GPCA) infusion pump model (Food and Drug Administration 2011). This model is made available to the public. According to the FDA, the purpose of this model is to:

“1. Demonstrate the use of model-based development techniques for engineering medical device software,
2. Provide a base open-source reference model that can be extended and modified to develop specific implementations of PCA pump software, and
3. Provide a reasonably complex medical design for researchers to use in developing, refining, and improving theories and methods needed to develop certifiably dependable medical devices.”

In general, the purpose of the GPCA is to support research into model-oriented software development. In addition, the FDA has released hazard analyses and safety requirements (FDA, 2011). This project has been extended to the Generic Infusion Pump (GIP) which is an infusion pump design meant as a safe reference architecture for industry (Real-Time Systems Group 2014a, Food and Drug Administration 2011).

The University of Pennsylvania has participated in the Generic Infusion Pump (GIP) project implementation. They have contributed safety cases and processes in an attempt to assure the safety of the GIP for use in patients as an assured example of the GPCA reference architecture (Real-Time Systems Group 2014b). Collaboration with Swansea University and Queen Mary University provided safety assurance for the user interface.

4.6.1.2 Role of Assurance Case

The GIP project is a substantial contribution to its domain by emphasizing a structured, comprehensive argument regarding the safety of a technical system that is well-known but still moderately complex. Infusion pumps are also interesting as being relatively low-cost and mass-produced (relative to the other examples in this report). Given these considerations, the safety case is impressively advanced, as indicated in Figure 31.
The safety case in the GIP project serves two key roles:
1. It is an assurance of safety for the operation of GIP in patients.
2. It is a guidance product that is built in tandem with the GIP implementation in order to produce the safe software implementation.

In other words, the GIP is not just a post-production artifact assuring safety; it is applied during development to guide and assure implementation meets safety requirements (Real-Time Systems Group 2014a, 2014b).

4.6.1.3 Characterization of Assurance Case

The GIP safety case uses GSN to explicitly present the safety case. Evidence is explicitly provided and linked within the safety case. Its placement is not structured but limited to GSN notation. While the safety case is not prescriptive in form, it does include common patterns. For example, University of Pennsylvania researchers recommend a specific goal state notation pattern, the “from-to” pattern (Real-Time Systems Group 2014b), as shown in Figure 32.

![Figure 32: From-to Safety Case Pattern (Real-Time Systems Group 2014b)](image)

This pattern is a recommendation, but not a constraint. Thus, the safety cases presented are a blend of prescribed (recommended) patterns and best-fit-for-use adaptation.

4.6.1.4 Outcomes

(Masci et al. 2013) used a user interface safety case to produce confidence arguments about the safety argument. The authors argue that a systematic confidence argument construction
identifies deficits in the assurance case, either in argument or evidence. Through this approach, they identified deficits in the evidence for their infusion pump user interface safety case.

The authors further argue that their approach demonstrates the benefits of a “synergistic use of model-based development and safety cases in developing interactive software for a medical device user interface prototype.”

4.6.2 Generic Pacemaker Assurance Case

4.6.2.1 Synopsis

In order to facilitate research into medical device safety, Boston Scientific released a previous generation pacemaker model into the public domain. Researchers were encouraged to produce certifiably safe implementations of the model as part of a Software Certification Consortium Grand Challenge (Méry et al. 2014).

Researchers at the University of Pennsylvania produced an implementation of the generic pacemaker (Jee et al. 2010). This software was developed using the model-oriented development mode of verifying properties of a model, generating code formally verified to match the model, and then demonstrating further properties over the generated code. They then produced a safety case for the implementation. In their words: “We created an assurance case to demonstrate that the implemented code is safe to operate, with the intention of providing a guiding example of assurance cases to be possibly used in the certification process of pacemaker software.”

4.6.2.2 Characterization of Assurance Case

The nature of this example is similar to that of the infusion pump, with some additional flexibility. Classification according to our scheme is shown in Figure 33.

The pacemaker software safety case produced by the University of Pennsylvania is written in GSN. The safety case is decomposed specifically to match a general argument about model-based software implementations. Namely, that the steps of the process cause the software implementation to match a model, and that the model meets safety requirements.

More specific safety case arguments relate to the properties desired on the Pacemaker model. For example, (Jee et al. 2010) define part of the argument related to the model. We reproduce their diagram below in Figure 34. This section of GSN describes the specific properties required for the pacemaker. Note that the evidence consists of formal model checking results.
The produced safety case is formal with structured argument and explicit evidence. Its structure is individualized for the safety case in question.

4.6.2.3 Outcomes

The resulting safety case was limited to (1) pacemaker software (2) in a specific mode, for (3) arguments limited to model-based software design. A more rigorous and complete safety case would have been out of scope for their research efforts (Jee et al. 2010). This work points out that the size of a safety case required, even for a single medical device, if it is to be complete in its assurance of safety. Resultantly, the authors’ further work will seek to improve scaling composition of safety cases for standard industrial use.
5. Assurance Case Evaluation

This section presents a review and summary of assurance-case evaluation technology and techniques.

Note that evaluation of interest here is of the assurance case. Much has been written about the related topic of the evaluation of safety assessment. This related topic is about the evaluation of the methods used to conduct the safety assessment of a particular system, such as associated hazard analysis or fault-tree analysis. Evaluation of safety assessment is not covered here.

NASA describes evaluation this way in relation to its definition of Risk-Informed Safety Cases (RISC) (Dezfuli et al. 2011): “Evaluation of the RISC is the means by which reasonable assurance of adequate safety of the system can be obtained by the responsible oversight organization. As in a legal case, the ‘burden of proof’ is on the RISC developer to make the case for safety to a critical, and skeptical, approval authority. Deficiencies in either the safety of the system or in the quality of the RISC must be addressed in order for the oversight organization to have reasonable assurance that the system is adequately safe.”

Assurance-case evaluation is a complex topic, because there are many different properties that might be required of an assurance case and because different stakeholders view the various properties differently. Section 5.1 summarizes the different assurance-case properties of interest and Section 5.2 summarizes the interests of the various stakeholders.

Conformance with one or more existing prescriptive standards is sometimes used as part of an overall approach to the development of an assurance case. The various activities or objectives required by a standard are viewed as producing evidence and for claims to be justified by the implicit assurance case embodied in the standard. A system assurance case then refers to the use of the standard. This technology is reviewed in Section 5.3.

Some organizations that use assurance cases (especially those that use safety cases) have defined specific evaluation procedures and codified those procedures in the form of either a standard to which an assurance case must conform or guidance that must be followed in preparing the assurance case. The various organizational standards and guidance documents are discussed in Section 5.4.

Various items of theoretical research have been conducted to answer basic questions about assurance-case evaluation. Section 5.5 surveys the theoretical work in the area of evaluation.

5.1 Evaluation Stakeholder Roles

Different stakeholders evaluate the assurance case for a subject system in different ways. The stakeholders and their interests include:

- **Developer**

  Those responsible for the design/implementation of the system in question. Developers are responsible for making sure that the design and implementation match the assurance case, and that the assurance case matches the requirements set forth by regulators.

- **Regulator**

  Those responsible for regulation that must make a deployment decision about a system based on the associated assurance case. They will be concerned primarily with protection of the public interest.
Owners
Those who have material responsibility for the system in question through financial investment. They will be concerned with the overall business case for the system.

Suppliers
Those responsible for contributing components to the system in question. Suppliers must not violate the constraints and assumptions of the assurance case. In particular, they often must provide evidence to support the claims of the case with respect to their services and supplies.

Operators
Those responsible for the installation and operation of the system in question. Operators must not violate the constraints and assumptions of the assurance case while operating the system. Going ‘out of bounds’ of the assurance case reduces the value of the assurance case (and can nullify it). The potential violation of assurance case constraints and assumptions has led to the concept of an operational assurance case designed to argue the goal that such violations will occur with acceptably low frequency. Operators may need to develop and provide evidence for such an operational assurance case.

General Public
Members of the general public are primarily interested in the residual risk that remains in a deployed system (although few members of the public would ever describe their interests in quite those words). For a safety-critical system, safety is both defined and argued in a safety case, and members of the public might expect to be provided access to the safety case for a system in order to make an individual evaluation of the rationale for the residual risk being acceptable. One example of providing this access is the U.K. government publication “The United Kingdom’s Fifth National Report on Compliance with the Convention on Nuclear Safety Obligations” (Department of Energy & Climate Change 2010). This document states: “To allow public participation in the process, GDA (Generic Design Assessment) was designed specifically to be open and transparent.”

5.2 Properties of Interest
Evaluation of an assurance case requires assessment in several different although not entirely independent dimensions. Each of the dimensions corresponds to a property of interest, and the dimension associated with a property identifies the range of values that the property can have. Some properties of interest are the following:

Compelling Argument
The argument in an assurance case must be compelling. That is, the argument must convince the observer of the truth of the top-level goal. Or, in other words, that the desired property of the associated system holds.

Valid Argument
The argument in an assurance case must be an accurate representation of the rationale for belief in the top-level goal.

Complete Argument
An assurance case must document the rationale for belief in the associated property of the subject system completely.

- **Confidence**
  Evaluation of an assurance case relies upon examination of many components of the case including evidence, contexts, and inferences. Those examinations must be able to trust the presented material. That is, there must be confidence that the associated material reflects the true state of the system of interest.

- **Transparency/Readability**
  An assurance case is an explicit documentation of the rationale for belief that a given subject system possesses a property of interest. That the documentation is explicit immediately facilitates scrutiny by any stakeholder or interested party. To facilitate scrutiny, the assurance case must be readable and sufficiently transparent that important information is accessible.

- **Certifiability**
  An important role of an assurance case is to facilitate approval of the associated system. Many important systems must be certified by a government agency before deployment. The assurance case must support this process by facilitating the mechanisms of approval.

- **Facilitate System Development**
  An assurance case is not intended to be a burden placed on developers. Rather, an assurance case is intended to support developers by: (a) providing a reference during development for why the subject system is using the techniques and technology that it is, (b) facilitating development decisions by supporting reasoning during the selection process, and (c) supporting development managers in assessing the state of the development.

- **Intellectual Property Protection**
  An assurance case contains a lot of descriptive material about the subject system, and various amounts of that material could be proprietary or classified. Thus, an assurance case needs to facilitate evaluation but do so in such a way as to protect the contained intellectual property.

- **Modularity**
  In practice, assurance cases are large complex documents. Both construction of an assurance case and the associated evaluation are facilitated by modularity to the extent that modularity permits a “plug and socket” approach to both construction and evaluation.

- **Extensibility**
  An assurance case should always be extensible. The need to change some aspect of an assurance case arises because of either: (a) changes in the operating conditions of the subject system, (b) changes in the system itself as a result of repair or upgrades, or (c) defects detected in the assurance case.

- **Multiple Properties**
  The traditional role of an assurance case has been to provide the rationale for belief that a specified system has a specified property. The most common property of interest has been safety. Increasing interest in security has motivated the need to consider arguments
documenting the rationale for two or more properties. Of special interest are safety and security, because a security failure can lead to a system entering a hazardous state.

- **Integrity**

  No information is lost (unless it is intentional), and all information gained or lost is attributed to one or more authors.

### 5.3 Conformance with Standards

As discussed in Section 3.8, assurance cases and standards are complementary. This synergy is well illustrated in the area of assurance case evaluation. Development practices that yield evidence for an assurance case can be based on details documented in a standard in which case the standard is transformed into structured guidance. Recognized engineering standards that in some cases have been in use for protracted periods (DO-178B, for example, has been in use since 1992) can be viewed as excellent sources of guidance.

The most prominent organization that requires an assurance case (actually a safety case) for production safety critical systems is the U.K. Ministry of Defence. All systems built for the U.K. Ministry of Defence that have any safety implications are required to have a safety case.

The Ministry’s requirement is stated in standard MoD 00-56 (U.K. Ministry of Defence 2007). Issue 5 is the latest draft version of MoD 00-56 and is presently under review. A draft of Issue 5 of MoD 00-56 states:

“13.2 Safety Case. The Contractor shall produce a Safety Case or Safety Cases for a PSS as defined in the SMP.

13.2.1 The Contractor shall ensure that the Safety Case consists of a structured argument, supported by a body of evidence that provides a compelling, comprehensible and valid case that a system is safe for a given application in a given environment.”

(In this standard, the meaning of the acronyms in the quoted text are: PSS – Products, Services and/or Systems; SMP – Safety Management Plan.)

Issue 5 makes explicit and extensive provision for the use of related engineering standards. Specifically, a draft of Issue 5 states:

“6.1.1 The Contractor shall identify civil, open or other standards, or good practice, where they are used in full or partial fulfilment of the requirements of this Standard, and document the means by which any differences to this Standard will be resolved.

6.1.7 The Contractor should show that use of civil, open or other standards or good practice is appropriate for their Contract (e.g. ARP4754/DO-178 in an air application, or ISO 26262 in an automotive application).”

Thus, evaluation of the resulting safety case where the safety case includes use of standards relies in part on assessment of conformance with the standard and documentation of differences.

The possible use of a standard in the context of an assurance case and the associated role of conformance with the standard as a significant part of evaluation of an assurance case is an excellent transition path for development organizations familiar with the current portfolio of standards.
5.4 Assurance Case Standards and Guidance Documents

This section examines various standards and guidance documents that have been developed in different domains. The materials discussed are tailored to the needs of the sponsoring domain yet might offer significant value to the aviation community. This section does not discuss ISO/IEC 15026, since that standard is generic and aimed strictly at assurance cases. ISO/IEC 15026 is discussed in Section 5.5.

Evaluation of an assurance case can be based upon an assurance-case standard. Note that in this circumstance, the standard is about the assurance case itself, not the engineering techniques used in development of the system. Thus, evaluation would be equivalent to an assessment of conformance with the assurance-case standard. In developing an evaluation approach for assurance cases in any particular domain, examination of existing standards might be useful. Caution must be exercised, however; because, as noted in Section 4, the term has different definitions in different domains.

Some examples of what are stated to be assurance case standards are:

- **Offshore Installations**
  The Health and Safety Executive in the United Kingdom has developed extensive documentation including evaluation requirements for safety cases for offshore installations (UK Health and Safety Executive 2006, UK Health and Safety Executive 2008). The documents are informal and use the term “safety case” in a thoroughly informal and domain-specific sense. Nevertheless, the material is extensive and worth review as a source of assurance-case quality criteria.

- **Nuclear Installations**
  The Office for Nuclear Regulation in the United Kingdom has developed a detailed guidance document for safety cases in the nuclear domain. The notion of a safety case used by the Office of Nuclear Regulation is summarized as (Office for Nuclear Regulation 2013b):

  “The primary purpose of a safety case is to provide the licensee with the information required to enable safe management of the facility or activity in question.”

  “A safety case should communicate a clear and comprehensive argument that a facility can be operated or that an activity can be undertaken safely.”

  Relevant sections of the guidance document include (listed under the group heading of “Advice to Assessors”):

  - Section 5 – Definition of a Nuclear Safety Case
  - Section 6 – The Purpose of a Safety Case
  - Section 7 – Overall Qualities of a Safety Case
  - Section 8 – The Structure and Content of a Safety Case

  These sections of the guidance document provide a wealth of information relevant to evaluation that can be adapted quickly to other domains.

  Of particular note are Appendices 1 and 2 of this guidance document. They are entitled:

  - Appendix 1 - “Common Problems with Safety Cases”
  - Appendix 2 - “Nimrod Review – Safety Case Shortcomings and Traps”
Appendix 1 is a detailed list of problems and as such forms an excellent basis for at least one phase of a safety-case evaluation procedure. Appendix 2 as the name implies is a detailed list of shortcomings and traps that are explained carefully and thoroughly. Again, Appendix 2 would form the basis of a phase of a safety-case evaluation procedure.

Also of note in this standard is Table 1. This table provides a detailed mapping between nuclear plant design and development stages and the associated activities that are required for the safety case. The table can be modified easily to provide a similar mapping to other domains.

- **Nuclear Waste**

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has developed extensive guidance for the disposal of nuclear waste (International Atomic Energy Agency 2012). The guidance is detailed and contains valuable material that could be adapted to other domains relatively easily. Assessment of nuclear waste disposal plans and procedures uses safety cases, and the IAEA guidance offers a great deal of valuable material on safety case evaluation. The notion of a safety case used by the IAEA is semi-rigorous. The guidance contains the following text that summarizes what the IAEA regards as the role of a safety case:

“The safety case provides a basis for decision making and is presented to the relevant decision makers for their review and consideration. The parties interested in the safety case may include regulators, the general public and other interested parties. These parties will decide for themselves the extent to which they are convinced by the reasoning that is presented, and whether they share the confidence of the operator developing the safety case. The confidence of the interested parties in the findings of the safety case should, however, be enhanced if the arguments and evidence are presented in a manner that is open and transparent, and all relevant results are fully disclosed and subject to quality control and independent review.”

Along with this notion of the role of the safety case, the IAEA guidance includes a variety of advice on safety-case quality (and hence what might be checked as part of evaluation) including the following:

“Independent peer review should play an important role in building confidence in the safety case for a radioactive waste disposal facility.”

“Confidence in the safety case may also be enhanced by the use of multiple lines of reasoning. The use of multiple lines of reasoning may add value to the safety case by providing a range of different arguments that together build confidence in certain data, assumptions and results. Furthermore, certain arguments may be more meaningful to specific audiences.”

“If the evidence, arguments and analyses do not provide sufficient confidence to support a positive decision, then the safety case, the facility design or even the disposal concept may need to be revised.”

Importantly, the IAEA guidance addresses the need to address both quantitative and qualitative aspects of a safety argument:
“The conclusions drawn from the quantitative assessment should be supplemented by qualitative arguments and assessments.”

The guidance contains specific material on the following topics:

- Requirements for the safety case and safety assessment,
- Role and development of the safety case,
- Components of the safety case,
- Evolution of the safety case,
- Documentation of the safety case,
- Uses of the safety case, and
- Regulatory review process.

- Air Traffic Control

Eurocontrol has published a wide range of documents on many aspects of safety assessment, safety documentation, and safety cases (Eurocontrol 2007, Eurocontrol 2009).

5.5 ISO/IEC 15026-2


“The purpose of this part of ISO/IEC 15026 is to ensure the existence of types of assurance case content and restrictions on assurance case structure thereby improving consistency and comparability among instances of assurance cases and facilitating stakeholder communications, engineering decisions, and other uses of assurance cases.”

“The standard specifies minimum requirements for the structure and contents of an assurance case.”

This standard is the only standard for assurance cases developed by a standards organization. The majority of ISO/IEC 15026-2 provides structural guidelines for an assurance case. The structural guidelines are presented in the form of a grammar (or graph rule-set) extending from general goals towards supporting evidence. The components of the 15026’s structural definitions are generally well understood by the community, and conform to the basic components often found in structured assurance cases.

ISO/IEC 15026 does not require, however, that an assurance case directly represent itself using their structural model. Instead, a 15026-compliant assurance case needs map explicitly from its argument to the ISO/IEC 15026 structure. So long as the mapping is complete, clear, explicit, and the resulting mapped argument obeys the required structural rules, then an assurance case is considered 15026 compliant.

ISO/IEC 15026 defines an overall structure of an assurance to consist of five principal components: claims, arguments, evidence, justifications and assumptions. Unlike more familiar structural definitions, the standard uses the notion of a justification for a method of argumentation rather than a strategy. The defined structure is presented in a rather obscure and unexplained mathematical form.
The mathematical form is supplemented by a set of requirements on the structure that are defined in English. For example, nodes may not refer to themselves. This applies transitively. Thus, all sub-nodes represent recursive detail refinement. In general, a case consists of one or more top-level claims, each supported with a justification and an argument. Arguments consist of further claims, sub-arguments, assumptions, and evidence. Both sub-claims and assumptions can result in further decomposition into argument. Sub-claims are explicitly defined as requiring argumentation. Assumptions tend to be more limited by conditions. They may or may not require a sub-claim depending on the nature of what is assumed.

The ISO/IEC 15026-2 standard describes both structural and semantic requirements for an assurance case. Through their combination, 15026-2 enhances the goals of various stakeholders through the safety case.

The five component types should be sufficient such that the argument can be explicitly mapped to these element types. If such a mapping is incomplete, an assurance case cannot be 15026 compliant. Further, the mapping must be made explicit in order for an assurance case to be 15026 compliant. Readers should not need to deduce a mapping.

These semantic constraints fall into several general categories:

1. **Consistency**: Basic utility must follow in the assurance case. Non sequitur is not conformant to the standard. For example, an argument’s conclusion must imply its claim, or that the statement of an argument describes and uses its sub-contents.
2. **Explicitness**: Where possible, assurance components are called out explicitly, such as that arguments state their case as well as show subcomponents, that arguments and claims have justification, and that evidence in tangible.
3. **Scope**: Claims and all subcomponents explicitly call out limits in their applicability where they occur. All sub-components can operate within these constraints. This can both enable assumptions and limit required arguments.
4. **Gradated Risk/Confidence**: Where applicable, components model the probability of their veracity and the risks they create, rather than assume a binary model of veracity and risk.

### 5.6 Documentation Review

In evaluation of an assurance case, much of what is required rests on human insight. The form of an assurance case is, for the most part, not amenable to mechanical analysis. Further, the content of the assurance case is embodied in natural language semantics.

In evaluation, human insight is strengthened by systematic procedures and associated tools. A simple example of this is provided by the U.K. HSE’s “Safety Case Handling and Assessment Manual” (UK Health & Safety Executive 2013) for the gas and pipeline industry, which comprises documentation processes and reviewer guidelines. This can also be seen clearly in the field of software inspections. Software inspections routinely use techniques such as Fagan Inspections (Fagan 1986), Phased Inspections (Knight & Myers 1993), and Active Reviews (Parnas & Weiss 1985). These techniques can be adapted easily to provide the same benefits to assurance argument evaluation as has been measured in software development.

### 5.7 Assurance Argument Evaluation Theory

The most difficult part of assurance-case evaluation is determination of the first three properties listed in Section 5.1, the degree to which the included assurance argument can be considered to be compelling, valid and complete. We will refer to these properties as the three
essential properties. If the argument linking the evidence to the top-level goal is lacking any of the essential properties, then whether an assurance case possesses the rest of the assurance case properties is not important.

The development of arguments that possess the three essential properties in assurance cases is known to be hard. The difficulties arise from many sources, but a key difficulty is the fact that arguments in assurance cases tend to be mostly inductive. Belief in a claim relies upon evidence that might support the claim (enumerative evidence) or raise doubt about the claim (eliminative evidence). Whereas deductive logic is inherently objective, inductive logic necessarily includes an element of human belief. Thus, the role of evaluation of assurance arguments is to provide an answer to the question: “Should the top-level goal in the assurance argument be believed?”

Many researchers have attempted to provide a rigorous basis for arguments. In this section, we summarize these efforts.

5.7.1 Baconian Probability

(Goodenough, Weinstock, and Klein 2013) introduced the notion of eliminative induction into the assurance case literature. This approach is novel and quite different from the other approaches to argument evaluation that have been developed. The basis of eliminative induction is defeasible reasoning (Pollock 2008).

The concept is best summarized in the abstract from the authors’ original publication on the topic (Goodenough et al. 2012):

“Assurance cases provide an argument and evidence explaining why a claim about some system property holds. This report outlines a framework for justifying confidence in the truth of such an assurance case claim. The framework is based on the notion of eliminative induction—the principle (first put forward by Francis Bacon) that confidence in the truth of a hypothesis (or claim) increases as reasons for doubting its truth are identified and eliminated. Possible reasons for doubting the truth of a claim (defeaters) arise from analyzing an assurance case using defeasible reasoning concepts. Finally, the notion of Baconian probability provides a measure of confidence based on how many defeaters have been identified and eliminated.”

Importantly, this approach addresses the issue of argument evaluation from the opposite perspective to that used in other approaches. The usual direction is to try to determine why an argument as presented should be believed. As has been pointed out by (Leveson 2011), there is a chance that confirmation bias could affect the assessment. By focusing on defeaters, eliminative induction is actively attempting to determine why the argument should not be believed.

5.7.2 Bayesian Belief Networks

A Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) is a graphical model of a set of dependent probabilities. Some researchers are exploring the use of BBNs to evaluate arguments (Denney et al. 2011). In argument evaluation, a BBN can be used to try to compute a probability of belief in the various goals in the argument, particularly the top-level goal. The limiting factor in such computations is the extent to which the argument relies on qualitative evidence. For example, human judgment is basically an opinion and as such is qualitative. To deal with qualitative items, one can map qualitative assessments to values between 0 and 1. Critics of efforts to quantify belief using
probabilistic methods including BBNs question, among other things, the accuracy of mapping inherently qualitative notions to specific probability values or intervals.

5.7.3 Argumentation Theory

Argumentation theory is the study of general reasoning and includes areas such as debate, persuasion, negotiation, legal argument, political argument, and dialog.

Some researchers in argumentation theory have developed formalized systems of argumentation that support reasoning about properties of arguments. (Tang et al. 2012), for example, have developed a formal system for reasoning about what they characterize as trust and belief. This work is actually in the context of decentralized systems in which decisions have to be made based on information obtained from autonomous agents. The paper states:

“... we introduce a formal system of argumentation that can be used to reason using information about trust. This system is described as a set of graphs, which makes it possible to combine our approach with conventional representations of trust between individuals where the relationships between individuals are given in the form of a graph. The resulting system can easily relate the grounds of an argument to the agent that supplied the information, and can be used as the basis to compute Dungian notions of acceptability that take trust into account.”

This technology can be transferred to evaluation of assurance arguments where the notion of trust is replaced with the notion of belief in a claim.

5.7.4 Operational Definition

The three essential properties (compelling, valid and complete) have intuitive meanings but are not defined precisely in any assurance case documentation. Of particular note is the U.K. Ministry of Defence standard 00-56 which requires delivery of a safety case with the three essential properties but does not define the terms.

(Graydon, Knight and Green 2010) offered a definition of the three essential properties using an operational definition. A set of testable properties were defined, and, if an assurance case (more particularly a safety case as required by 00-56) could be shown to possess those testable properties, then the assurance case was defined to have the three essential properties. Evaluation of an assurance case could thus be focused on testing for these properties.

5.8 Argument Structural Analysis

Fundamentally, an assurance case can take any form that provides confidence in an argument to the reader. However, many of the goals of an assurance case, such as readability, certifiability, modularity, and integrity, benefit from a more formal and regular structure to the argument.

Throughout Section 4, assurance cases were shown to take on different levels of formality and structure in their argumentation and presentation of evidence. It can be argued that as assurance cases move towards application by larger sets of stakeholders, and the stakeholders demand quality in achieving the properties itemized in Section 5.1, it will be imperative that assurance cases take on a more regular structure.

Regular, well-defined structure aids an assurance case in several key respects:

- it classifies the make-up of an argument into a discrete set of a component types, and
• it regularizes the structure between components.

This order improves the ability of stakeholders to:

• Detect invalidity and unsoundness in the argument.
• Detect gaps in the completeness of the argument.
• Decompose the argument into modules.
• Extend the argument.
• Audit changes and assign ownership and rationale to changes.

And perhaps most importantly,

• Divide-and-conquer in assessing the credibility of the argument.

In essence, well-defined structure improves the ability of the reader to judge the utility of the argument. In this section, we will consider how structural formalisms can be applied in the analysis of an assurance cases for various stakeholders, including designers and regulators.

Note that structural integrity of an assurance case is not sufficient to conclude soundness or validity. That is, the premises of the assurance case can be false, and even if they are true, the conclusion of the assurance case can be false.

Most importantly, common assurance case structures are not, generally speaking, sufficient to be logical calculi, even when formalized. They cannot be used to compute the truth of an argument. This differentiates an assurance case from a deductive logic, where structural compliance along with sufficient information can be used to compute validity and soundness.

The purpose of structure in the safety case, as described above, is to aid the human reader in the interpretation of an argument. This is not to say, however, that logical assertions are not part of an assurance case. In fact, there is increasing use of sound and valid logical argument within assurance cases both as evidence and argumentation. Regular structure aids in the injection of formal logic within an assurance case.

By themselves, structural constraints tend to aid the goals of stakeholders in organization of the case, such as with respect to readability, integrity, modularity, and extensibility. Combined with semantic constraints, they can aid in the determination of correctness, confidence and completeness by regulating required analysis over an organized structure.
6. Conclusion

We believe this report satisfies our objective to introduce assurance cases to an interested audience, specifically from the perspective of potential applications to aviation. This report seeks to be a unique resource to present assurance cases not only at the conceptual level, but also through real-world examples. Those considering assurance cases need to see not just the concepts, but also the applied methods that have been successful (or, in some cases, informatively unsuccessful). This report provides a wide range of assurance case data points so as to serve as a springboard for more focused investigation. We hope that the classification scheme we’ve developed is useful to a broad audience for characterizing and understanding the shades of distinction between various applications of assurance cases.

We assert that the foundation, examples, and evaluation of assurance cases we’ve reviewed above are a valuable consideration from the perspective of aviation in the U.S. and abroad. Assurance cases are a good fit for aviation, which is dominated by safety-critical, technologically advanced, highly integrated systems. We have seen both conceptually and by example that assurance case processes should be consistently integrated in parallel with system development processes. Any steps toward assurance case adoption can (and should) be slow and steady. Such a movement could start with assurance cases being employed to organize and validate current system assurance requirements, identifying opportunities for flexibility and efficiency. Assurance cases could next provide the requisite logic for alternative approaches that further strengthen and streamline system assurance.

For further reading (in addition to what is referenced in context throughout this report), we specifically recommend the following sources:

- “A Methodology for Safety Case Development” (Bishop and Bloomfield 1998). This short paper is slightly dated, but still it is a straightforward and pragmatic introduction to constructing argument-based cases for system assurance.
- “Reviewing Assurance Arguments – A Step-By-Step Approach” (Kelly 2007). This paper provides an excellent starting point on the subject of assurance case assessment. It is well-written, practical, and a quick read (5 pages).
- “An Introduction to System Safety Management in the MOD” (UK Ministry of Defence 2011). This document is sometimes called the “white book”. As noted above, the United Kingdom government has played a significant role in developing the principles behind safety cases and assurance cases. This resource is not as explicit as it could be about argumentation, perhaps reflecting some conservatism in the state of official regulation. Otherwise, especially considering its brevity, it covers an impressive range and integrates safety cases with traditional methods such as risk management.
- “Software Assurance Using Structured Assurance Case Models” (Rhodes et al. 2009). This document, produced by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology, is another impressively brief resource, this reflects a certain track of assurance case development within the U.S. and does a good job of placing argumentation front and center.

In closing, we express our hope that this is a valuable resource for the aviation community and the burgeoning field of assurance case practitioners.
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